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FOREWORD '-1

;
This Final Technical Report covers all work performed under Contract

No. AF 04(611)-11615. The report was prepared by J. S. Coverdale, Program
Engineering Manager, Norbert Wells, Metallurgist, Gilbert Skopp, Stress
Analyst, and George Broqker, Nondestructive Test Engineer, of Lockheed
Propulsion Company (LM).

The program was monitored by Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory
(AFRPL), Edwards, California (W. F. Payne, Project Engineer).

This report contains information regarding a 156-inch diameter Y .zag-
ing steel case hydroburst and hydroburst analysis. The report is unciassified.

The report has been reviewed and is approved.

W. F. Payne
Project Engineer
Edwards Air Force Base
CaiiZornia
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P UNCLASSIFIED ABSTRACT

Activities ift the hydroburst of a previously fired 156-inch diameter,
maraging steel motor case are described. The program encompassed
discontinuity stress analysis of the large, welded vessel, an evaluation of
ultrasonic inspection methods by post-teot sectioning, and a detailed failure
analysis.

The water-filled motor cast%, consisting of forward and aft case seg-
ments joiý.d by a tapered pin joint, was pressurized from a gaseous-nitrogen
source through a water accumulator. At 800 psi, 85 percent of the planned
cyclic pressure level, the nozzle adapter-to-case bolts failed; secosiuary
origins were found in the pin joint and the nozzle adapter forging. Concur-
rent examinations of the previously used bolts by LPC, Mellon Institute, and
SPS 1aboratt~ries, agreed in findings of evidence of stress corrosion in the

60O,000-psi strength level H-11 bolts.

The discontinuity stress analysis showed a ýorty percent indicated stress
riser around the longiturlinal welds caused by "&cia-gulling" contour deviations.
These findings were based on the use of a finite element, nonlinear plhn,
strain computer routine modified from a program written by Dr. L. R.
Herrmann. This detern.ination was verified by strain measurements taken
during the pressure test.

Shear wave ultrasonic testing methods proved effective in detecting and
defining parent metal and weld deposit flaws.
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b Subscript (bending)

C Coofficlent

Sc Distance from neutral axis to extreme fiber (in.)

c Subscript (compression, chamber)

D Dhuneter (in.)
Lt'

D Flexural rigidity 1 (l.V2) (lb-in')

E Modulus of elasticity (psi)

e El-rogation or displacement (in.)

F Allowable stress (psi)

f Calculated etress (psi)

h Height or depth (in.)

h Subscript (hoop)

i Subscript (inside)

I Moment of inertia (in. 4 )

L Length (in.)

M Bending mrn'nent (in.-lb or in.-lb/in.)

m Fuoacript (meridionau,

N No-rrmnal force (lbi'in.)

o Subscript (outside)

P Applied load (lb or lbWin.

P Allowable bolt load (lbibolt)

p Pressure (psi)

Q Radial shear (lb 1in.'

Q Mon-ent of the area of the sect-on above or below the plane containing
the points where the transvýsN- shear is to he determined (in.•).

- xix-
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R Radius (in.)

N• Circ urnerential radius of curvature (0-.)

r Subscript (reference)

6 9ubscript (shear)

t Thickness (in.)

t Subsc..-Ot (tension)

T AppVP.A lo"d (lb/in.)

u Subscript (ultimate)

V Shear forct (lb/in.)

W Weight (ib)

w Uniform weight distribution (lb/in.)

x Distance along x-ax-is

y Distance along y-axis

V Subscript (yield) l '/

SDam ping function [ ( Z ) t( -

X De fle ction (in.)

V Poisson's ratio

C Elxpansion ratio

C Strain (in.,in.)

b Change in siope (radians or egrees)

Subscript (hoop direction)

Angle of rotation

Coeificient of friction

Subscript (meridional direction)

Shear stress

avg. Average
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c. g. Center of gravity

eq. Equivalent

in. Inch

int. Interlaminar

Ksi Kilo pounds per square inch

lb Pound s

max "i.....urnur

MEOP Maximum expected opt rating pressure

nin Mininvmu

M. S. Margin of safety

psia Pounds per square inch, absolute

psig Pounds per square inch, gage

I
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1. INTRODUCTION

This report is issued by L,)ckheed Propulsion Company (LPC) pur-
suant to the requirements of Contract No. AF 04(611)-11615 "1 16-Inch
Diameter Maraging Steel Case Hydroburst and Materials Evaluation" dated
11 April 1966. The objectives of the program were to develop improved
methods of case performance predictions by the hydroburst, failure analysis,
and material mechanical testing oi an available 156-inch diameter, 18% nickel
maraging steel case.

Significant work war accomplished in contour discontinuity elastic
stress analysis in the longitudinal weld region and ultrasoniic inspection
correlation, and the failure analysis provided additional data on the stress
corrosion cracking of high-strength steel bolts.

The motor case was fabricated between May 1963 to March 1964
by Excelco Developments, Inc. It was the first 156-inch diameter motor
case ever built, and also the first large motor to utilize 18 To nickel mar-
aging steel. The case was trade from 0. 390-inch thick, 250 gr!de air- .
melted plate from U. S. Steel Corporation; all forgings were 250 grade VAR
maraging steel from Standard Steel Works Division of Baldwin-Lima-
Hamilton Corporation. Manufactured under Contract No. AlO04(695)-364,
" 156-Inch Diameter Motor Jet Tab TVC Program," the motor case was
fired twice, in May and September, 1964. The final report of that contract,
Technical Report No. AFRPL-TR-64-167 contains detailed material, fab-
rication, inspection, and testing data. Section I of this report sumraarizes
only data pertinent to the program analysis and testing efforts. The case
was subsequently fired as a gas generator for the hot gas valve development
program under Contract No. AF 04(611)-9960.

Early in the fabrication process, material deficiency of chemical
segregation associatiated with heavy banding was noted. These strata of
inclusions, containing heavy austenite concentration, became visible delam-
inations under conditions of shear or transverse stress imposed by bending
or welding heat. During case pressurizations, however, no evidence of
flaw extension had been noted in any of the motor hardware based on ultra-
@cnic definition of the defect limits. Welding defects such as light porosity,
inclusions, lack of penetration (fusion) and interface cracks are often detec-
table by ultrasonic means. To define the limits of detectpbility and the con-
ditions under which extension may occur, constituted program goals.

2. SUMMARY

Or, 17 May 1966, the motor case was pressurizedin I00-psi increments
to the planned cyclic maximum pressure of 935 psi. Following a 10-minute
data-reading hold at 800 psi, burst occurred by failure of the nozzle adapter-
to-case bolts. Subsequent movement of the parts caused secondary failure

-l- -
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origint in the large adapter forging and in the pin joint, rupturiug the female
tangs of the joint and ejecting the tapered pins. Program activity, including
the results of post-test analysis and conclusions as to the failure mechanrsm
are summarized below.

a. Pretest Evaluation

Review of the case fabrication inspection records and prior
membrane contour measurements in the vicinity of the longitudinal welds
indicated that these welds were the only structurally critic,,i regi.ons of the
case. This was corrobcrated by the visual examination (see Section VI).
Additional longitudinal weld contour measurements were taken, and formed
the basis for selecting strain gage locations. Comparison of these readings
with the previous records r'howed that permanent set around these welds had
occurred during prior motor pressurizations (see Section II ior pressuriza-
tion history of case hardware).

Review of the ultrasonic inspection records was conducted, and
indicated defects were marked out on the case for ultrasonic verification.
Paint was removed from the longitudinal weld regions. The Excelco records
showed no indications in the longitudinal welds, and mixed light and heavy
delaminations in the less critical girth welds. The LPC inspection generally
substantiated the Excelco results, although six previously unreported longi-
tudinal weld region delaminaticn indications, a single within-spe:ification
porosity, and cne 0. 30-inch lack of weld fusion were detected and verified
by X ray. Exceptional weld quality and cleanliness was obvious, considering
the defective material. The indications were marked for rmionitoring during
hydrotest cyciing.

b. Test Operations

The motor case was stored in position in the large motor bay.
Following removal of loose insulation char, the motor case was positioi-ed
horizontally in pillow blocks, supported by the forward and aft skirts, and
?repared for inspection and instrumentation. Instrumentation and test
procedures are summarized in Section IU. Figure 1 pictures pre-and pnst-
test hardware arrangement.

c. Post-Bvrso Analysis

Following hydroburst, the failed hardware was recovered and
fracture surfaces preserved; the nozzle adapter was assembled for tracing
of the fracture path.

The adapter joint bolt circle was pariially intact (see Figure I):
the adapter and bolts indicated a mixed tensile and tearing failure, with
probable primary fracture damage to the adapter on impact with a proximate
restraing cable. Of the Z56 EWB 9Z6-12-20 bolts, 133 show-ed tensile
failure, 50 showed shear failure, and 73 remained in place. Concurrent
evaluation by LPC, Mellon Institute, and SPS Laboratories was conducted.
The three agencies concur in their findings cf stresa corrosion/hydrogen
embrittlement damage to t&e bolts. The reports ar- included in Section V.

LaCNU5RO PO@IUWJ@N OaMPaMY
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1 Pre-Test (a) and Post-Test (b) Hardware
Arrangemnent
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A reasonably specific sequence of events can be determined from
the post-test hardware condition: (1) adapter failure, driving the motor
forward skirt into the asphait pavement, (2) movement of the motor upward
into the restrainirj cables, creating severe ovality with cracking of the
female joint at the lateralpoint of maximum curvature, and (3) sequential
ejection of pins causing separation movement of the segments.

A discontinuity itress analysis of the longitudinal weld region
was performed utilizing a finite element nonlinear plane strain computer
program written by Dr. L. R. Herrmann. This program was selected
principally because of its ability to analyze non-axisymmetric configurations
and account for nonlinear material properties and large deformations by a
successive iterative technique, in effect, performing an elastic-plartic
solution. In the finite element approximation of solids, the continuous struc-
ture is replaced by a system of elements which are interconnected at joints
or nodal points. Equilibrium equations, in terms of unknown nodal point
displacements are developed at each nodal point, and the complete set of
equations for all elements in tie structure ara solved by means of an eli-
mination simultaneous equation pr•.cedure.

The most severe discontinuity was analyzed. Results show that
the premature failure of the mo>tor case at 800 psi could not be attributed
to the contour deviations at the longudinal weld. At the point of maximum
stress, a magnitude of 226,000 psi was computed, resulting in a 40 % increase
over the anticipated stress in a similar cylinder that is perfectly round, a
margin of safety of 0. 14 based on a minimum yield strength of 240,000 psi
and bending modulus of 1. 25 times the minimum y-eld strength.

A structural analysis of the adapter-aft closure bolts showed an
anticipated margin of safety of 1. 28 at 800 psi due to the basic tensile load
and the additional load from reacting the interface bending.

This stress level it sufficiently high to sustain a stress corrosion
reaction, when a corrosive media is present and the prnteciLve cadmium
coating is damaged. The motor case had been exposed to inclement weather
with the bolts in a pretorqued condition, and it is shown in Section V of this
report that damage to the bolt .- ating had been incurred in reuse of the bolts.

-4-
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SECTION IT

BACKGROUND DAT..

I. DETAIL OF MOTOR CASE HISTGRY

Details of the motor case history are given in the final program
report on Contract No. AF 04(695)-364 " 156-1.;. Diameter Motor Jet Tab
TYC Program," Report No. AFRPL-TR-64-167, Volumes I and V, dated
29 January 1965. Table I indicates the lata location. For reference pur-
poses, a typical material certificatio- sheet is given in Table IL

The pressurization history of the forward and aft segments is
tabulated below:

Date O2pE-ration Pressure (psig)
Feb 1964 Hydr c test 685

29 May 1964 1,-71 Firiag 579

June 1964 Hydrotest 810

30 Sep 1964 L-72 Firing 651 j
25 Nov 1965 Hydrotest 750

7 Apr 191ý5 HCU TVC Firing 654

17 May 1965 Hydroburst 800

Vidigage readings of the case wall thickness were taken in the
vicinity of the longitudinal welds. These readings, given in Tablts IIl,
IV, and V indicate a minimum value of 0. 375 inches located in ule aft
course weld of tht aft segment. The data obtained orginially by Pitts-
burgh-Des Moines Steel Company after surface grinding and the thickness
rrmeasurements made ty LPC prior to hydrotest are not directly correlative.
The original thickness testing was conducted at the intersect points of a
12-inch drid pattern prior to net trimming of the plates. Thickness tests
at L.PC were made ajacent to the welds for purposes of strain gage location
and stress analysis. The average thickness readings obtained at LPC are
higher than those originally recorded for the plate; this is possibly due to
weld metal filling adjacent to the joint. Data on two typical plates of
material are compared below:

Pittsburgh-Des Moines LPC
Ultrasonic Plate Ultrasonic Plate
Thickness After Thickness
Surface Grinding Aje nt to Weld

Mn_. Max. AVG
Plate 47826 Pei C-1284 0.376 0.401 0.3915 0.402 0.424 0.4150

Plate 42294 Ref C-1285 0.3S4 0.408 0.3971 0.382 0.426 0.3950

-5-
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TABLE I

>~b-D~H DAM~TE -MTOR CASE FABRICA-'IONZ R~ECORDS

~ App. C

1-61-o D~mov CCrei

by cýK. '-,%hat v App. 1%

sScripD~tpion I 3-1 9

NMtac TaIs. Da's

}#a&, iiad Sla?. Nurnbor TtratjfZLtCý

acd Appticstvm
Fatrjl A~d Pkr Stack ýý~iw~tr
.ari Appitcto

Cor.;n Aged -th the CAse Sectioas 3-1 -Q I-n

rozc.-. P ccd.rep. r t oe
aa.

3 
Hydrocttt Results 1 331 - 3-4$

,Vat 4~, Fxbrtcail.n Eval~i. ~cn

TABLE 1-1

TYPICAL MLATERIAL CERTIFICATION SHEET

UNMlD STATES F CORPOZATION
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TABLE II

ULTRASONIC THICKNESS MEASUR MENTS

WI L r-122A U0LD C-l INLO C-1203 WC-0l C- as

I C v

,12 1 6 24 30 36 42 44 54 44 71 21 76 L4 90

Weld C- 1$4 /1bo.. 416 414 420 4J0 420 420 420 4V0 418 4Al 414 ,,1IQ 412 410

Y3.10. 416 416 422 4-0 4U2 Q20 418 4Z0 411 4:t0 414 416 412 404

WeId C- Ul3 $I ,o,, 411 418 41? 4ZC 421 420 412 427 022 1 4i ý .Ol ,0 422 414

8#1o0- 41! 416 41; 417 413 410 414 416 410 4ý W 419 415 424 411

W.Ld C- I'SA Abele 3s8 38o 362 383 M8. 311 IAý 1"8 384 3W' 3"1 3C4 410 420 390

Belt" 3s- 390 390 392 39.2 392 39 392 V92 390 382 392 10 3'2 415

W4LA C. 1268 Abt,.a 18 190 I 8o 392 312 422 390 390 390 390 394 3S$

.136 3 30 39ý3 3• 2 394 396 400 400 381 40' 318 3'. 4

* 4arurevm*uI taken atth Bramaou bdodo; 21 Yid4iati 4/2/4. - Reatirwe takes I-tch &ble" and

I-Anocj bel.1 c•a•er Of 11-4 Ol-di trd • t 6-tu- tr•- &l 3 &10• t.l we.'d

TABLE IV

ULTRASONIC TMICKNESS MEEASUREMENTSD FORWARD
SEGMENT PIN Z0001

I' K-
...........

KEYWYV

-6 -4 -2 -+ ÷1 a2 +4 46

(I- Len. ,_ ) 08 tli- ( in ) (in
A 1-i. ar. of (d. dom' girth weld 408 410 410 40S 401 401- 410 4,4

b M14,wty bctwoe td and • ce •ae girth welds (43.5) 420 422 424 422 v 420 420 417 414

C I-La. .wd of center Sirth weld 408 403 406 40-2 404 4-02 44 4081

11 20.ln. clockwise acroess ceter girth 41S 440 438 4 31 . 420 4Z4 4Z2 424

24-•1m. co"ter•-rockwiee across center girt)h 34) WO 400 3 1V 474 424 420 422

IF -in. &It of center glria wotd 411 407 409 4Ar7 406 409 404 405

Z; Utict- betw,-.* c'aztv, A"d aft gitth welds 414 415 421 4 1 A 417 417 414 422

H 1-10. 1I .( f 4t1tfth .)d 420 412 410 405 5 402 404 4t1 416

j.)--in. ,t;.,AwWi*e Atros center girth 424 424 420 4C6 402 406 418 414

K -16--i. cou&rer-clockwis, &creme meater girth 4Z4 422 420 4Za 412 416 416 414

Pus& Vitla%14l &ble I o1 . W4eld Mtocs v•dlos blhs weld.
Plus valui are foirward of girth wetl. MhAG wela.. Aft.
Thickotes taken with 3rauaon Mo&l 21 V1 4&,*.
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Results of ultrusonic inspection of the segments are given in
Section VI.

2. NOZZLE ADAPT7R BOL'I HISTORY

Following is a eum-nary of the pertinent information on the bolts.
used in attaching the nozzle adapter to the aft motor case segment.

There were 256 EWB 926-12-20 (3/4 - inch 'diameter by 2. 56-inches
long) bolts required for this use. These bolts were purchased by LPC ,rnder
Air Force Contract No. 0((u51- 3 64. Also used were WC 22-.!2 washers.
A total of 800 bolts and 320 washers were purchased with 266 bolts and 256
washers shipped directly to Excelco for use in the hydrostatic test. The
balance of the bolts and washers were shipped to LPC. Tests of the bolts
showed them to meet all specification requirementc.

During assembly of the motor case for 'iydrotest at Excelco, severa)
of the bolts bottomed out during installation. These were removed, ground to
shorten the length, and reinstailed. Following the hydrotest, the bolts were
preserved and shipped with the case. At the insulation contractor, Rohr C:)rp.,
the nozzle adapter was installed with 64 bolts (every 4th bolt) to permit pro-
cessing the silica-phenolic internal insulation- Hydrotest bolts and washers
were used.

The aft motor segment was processed through insulation, lining
and propellant casting with these 64 bolts. Prior to the L-71 firing, new
bolts were installed throughout with two washers to prevent bottoming of
the bolts. After the firing, the motor was hydrostatic tested to 810 psig

* without disassembly. Prior to the L-72 motor firing another new set (f
bolts waa installed again with two washers wuder each bolt head.

The L-72 motor was disassermbled and zhe forward and aft segments
assembl-d for hydrostatik test. Prior to hydrotest, .-. e bolt ",wa;. found
broken off in tne adapter flange. All of the bolts were removeu with 22 new
bolts installed. The bolts removed were a-.iietic particle and visu, Ly in-
e-'ected and then baked at 3800 F fcr 12 hours. "he boLts were replaced
ior the hydrostatic test which was completet. on 25 November to a pressure
of 750 psig.

F'rinr 'o the hot gas -'alve firing, 126 of the EWB bolts were re-
Moved and returned to Red!\ris for inspectona and baking. At the time, an
additional 188 used bolts from =ventory werL also rruignetic particle inspected.
The combined 316 bolts were bahed at 375 t 100F frvr 12 hours. The tolts
were visually inspect.ed and ie-instaIUed wiLh two washers. The bolts were
lubricated with Moly Spray K"at and i,-sequence torqued to 100 it-lb to 250
ft-lb and finaly to 375 ft-lb. The motor was f(red un 7 Apri 1966.

The rn',tor was then r-ined horizontally ur the test bay and prepared
fo% the hydrostatic burst. No additional torque of the bolts was ma•de.

9-
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SECZION III

TEST OPERATIONS

The test program was conducted at LPC's Potrero Prcduction and Test
Facility, utilizing available analog and Beckman 210 digital data acquisition
sy3tems. Test Work Order and Test Procedure, Publication 751-T.P-I,
defines the detailed procedures fcr conducting the test program.

Following succassful completion of the hot, gas secondary injecti.n, FVC

static test-firing, preparations commenced for the hydrocycling and the

hydroburst of the 156-inch diameter chamber. The nozzle assembly was

removed, the igniter was removed from the motor, and the chamber was

cleaned of all loose insulation., The assemnblcd motor case was removed
from the.thrust stand and placed in the LSM tesa bay in a horizontal positior.
supported at each end skirt by 156-inch diameter pillow blocks. After paint
wap. removed from the longitudinal weld exteriov. surfaces, visual and ultra-
s6ýnic inspections were conducted to support stress analyses and verify
existing data records defining known defe.-is and suspected areas of potential
failure. No inspectinn or replacement of the nozzle adapter bolts was

conducted.

Fabrication asad installation of the hydrost•-tic pressurization system
was completed and hydrostatically tested with saisfactory results (Figure 2).
Preparation of the internal chamber cabling system was completed under
laboratory conditions to ensure the integrity oi t@e cabling and pressure
connectors.

The strain gages were installed and waterproofed in accordance with
standard LPC procedvre (see Figure 3). Only o't• gage was lost during
the hydrotest operatio,.s and was due to a breakdw-7n in the external resistive
network, not the strain gage. Dentronics, Inc., Type Z04C biaxdal strain
gages were installed at each of the nine locations on the motor chamber
inside and out. A special high elongation strain gage, Dentronics Type Z04Y,
was installed parallel to and in line with the hoop gage portion of the inter-
nally mounted biaxial gages. This gage is eapable of measuring an elonga-
tion of up to 12 percent (versus three percent limitation of the biaxial gage).
The primary strain gage instrumtentation system the-i consisted of 18 biaxial
gages located on the outside of the chamber, 9 longitudinal portions of the
biaxial gages mounttd on the inside of the clhamber, and 9 high elongation
hoop gages mounted on the inside chamber wall.

The measurements were recorded on both digital and oscillographic.
acquisition systems.

On 17 May 196. final instrumentat.on calibrations were condu.cted and
the first hydrotest cycle initiated. The'pressurization rate and the hold
time increments ar6 shown in Figure 4. During the hold time at 200 psi,
a visual inspe-ction of the assembled chamber and the pressurization system
was conducted. All systems functioned normally and in accordance with the
test plan.
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A'rter a conist~ant presrtlore hold of Ii nintites at 800 psi for data che'kirig,
the chamn-ber failed. Post-test inspectioni of the ruptured chamber revealed
th e dama-?ge and caic displactment.
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SECTION IV

ANALYSIS OF STRAIN GAGE DATA

Thirty-six strain gages were mounted at nine locations near the
longitudinal welds, as shown in Figure 3. Gages on the inside were numn-
bered 101 to 109 and gages on the outside 1 to 9 with the suffix L for
longitudinal gages and H for hoop gages.

The data were recorded at 100-psi increments. Results are lisced in
Table 6 and plotted versus pressure in Figures 5 through 13. For reefer-
ence purposes the theoretical strain versus pressure curves for a perfecty
round cylinder with the nominal radius and local thickness is shown. In
the elastic range below the assumed proportional limit, these curves are
approximated by

Es = ~(ll-, )

where

Ce = strain in the circumferential direction

L0 = strain in the meridional direction

p = pressure (measured)

R = nominal radius = 77.255 in.

t = thickness (measured)

E = modulus of elasticity = 27 x 106 psi

v = Poisson's ratio = 0.285

The yield point for the reference curve, mar -ed (Y. P.), was established
using the average measured uniaxial 0.2% offset yLeld values for welded
specimens age-' with each cylinder, the local thickness at each gage location
and assuming no biaxial gain. The proportional limit, marked (P. L.), was
assumed to occur at 80%0 of the yield pressure and the curve between the
proportional limit and yield point was faired between these points.

In general, the strain gages behaved as expected. The gages in the
meridional direction followed the reference membrane behavior, Because
of the known weld peaking the measured hoop strains on the inside surface
were greater than the reference strains and less than the reference strain
on the outside surface. The difference between measured hoop strain and

LOCK140O PltWULMION @OiPANIN
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TABLE V1

156-4NCH DIAMETER CHAMBER
CALCULATED ACTUAL STRESS AT 800 PSI

Microinches Microinches Meriodional Circumferentfil

Pair of Gages p.e Inch per Inch Stresm (psi) Stress (poo

1H, IL 4355 1026 69.205 138,345
101H, 101L 5740 1103 83,818 180.124

ZH, 2L 2728 929 51.845 89.209
102H, 102L 7291 1267 102,489 227.602

3 H , 3 L £ 1 2 1 . .. .. .
103H, 103L 6740.. 1175 94.855 210,434

4H, 4L 5132 1027 76.151 161,408
104H. 104L 4399 1091 71,525 140,229

5H, SL 5288 110 50,332 157,874
105H. 105L 5476 20oa 108.616 180,435

6H. 6L 717 1014 36,467 30,299
106H. 106L 7195 966 42,704 222,074

711, 7L 1611 1120 47.570 57,767
107H, 107L 7448 1157 100,623 231,281

8H, 8L 4190 885 63,553 132,195
108H, 108L 4P'n 1282 79,338 149,080

9H, 9L 1870 1188 51,8;-3 66,057
109H. 109L 6580 892 85,034 203,168

GAGES IH-O."

u N00 ji li --

I, -Io L "-,-L

1r. -x ___RAN _----- V

r- rR - -

t 00

0 IWO1A

- Figure 5 Microstrain versus Pressure, Gages IH, IL, 101H and l0iL,
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Figure 6 Microstrain versus Preýssure, Grages 28, 3 L, 1028 and 103L.
Thickness =0.422 Inch
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the reference strain also decreased with distance from the longitudinal weld.
This can be seen clearly by observing the behavior of the gages at location
I to 4 (Figures 5 through 8). Gages 2 and 3 were located one inch from the
longitudinal weld and gages I and 4 were two and four inches from the longi-
tudinal weld, respectively. The least discrepancy from the reference
membrane behavior occurred at gage location 4 which was the furthest from
the longitudinal weld.

The maximum strain occurred ix. gage 107H and was Q.7459 at 800 psi.
All strain was below the reference yield point strain but the inside loop gages
at locations 2, 3, 6 and 7 exceeded the reference proportionial limit strain.
This indicated that a smaUl Amount of permanent, unrecoverable, defor- )
mation had occurred at these locations. ks these gages were at a dictance
of one inch from the longitudinal weld, a somewhat gzeater ?,mount of perma-
nent deformation is expected to have occurred at the weld centerline.

Table VI presents stress values calculated from the rne sure-d strains.
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SECTION V

FAILURE ANALYSTS

1. INTRODUCTION

Concurrent analyses conducted by LPC, SPS Laboratories, and
Mellon Institute have not only pinpointed the precise faihnre mechanism, but
have fowused attention on preventative steps which could have even more
far-reaching value than the original objectives. Tu this end, detailed data
and preventative recommendations are given.

Z. POST-TEST CONDITION AND FAILURE SEQUENCE

The precise mechanism and sequence of component fa.lure ir the
hydroburst cl-amber is deduced on the basis of visuai observation of the
fractured remnants, location with re.opect to original position, and optical
and electron microscopic examination of the fracture surfaces.

The chamber was supported by the end skirts upon cradles, with
restraining cables placed over the unit to limit risk of damage to bay struc-
tures. Failure originated in the bolts on the bottom of the 120-inch diameter
adaDter-to-case bolt circle, inducing movement of the adaiter fo-ging with
respect to the aft chamber section, with resultant shear of the bolts. It was
noted 'hat the origin of failure for bolts showing a sunburst-pattern fractured
face ;vas not oriented uniformly -vith regard to the bolt circle perimeter, in-
dicating localized corrosion and multiple incipient failure origins. Figure 14
indicates the type amd location of bolt failures, and depicts a typical shear to
tensile mode transition.

The release of the pressure caused by the bolt fracture created
reverse bending of the membrane, and movement of the assembly upward
into the restraint cables. Pronounced markings from the cable were evident
on top of the case. The severe ovality produced cracking of the clevis joint
forging and barrel section in the region of maximum curvature. Figure 15
indicates the relztive position of the clevis joint forging fracture with a
close-uo view shown in Figure 16. The force exerted on the pin retainers
caused shearing of the pin retainer bolt heads and ejection of the tapered
pins when the chamber reverse bent and impacted on the supporting struc-
ture. The chamber halves aeparated with considerable force.

The movement of the aft segment caused a sharp impact of the
adapter forging against a steel reatraining cable, resulting in a fracture of
the adapter forging adjacent to the small diameter flange. The origin o. this
failure in shown in Figure 17. Chevron patterns indicated direction of frac-
ture path to the outer bolt circle, where secondary fracture origins resulted
in a further fragmentation of the adapter forging and membrane. Secondary
failure origins were found at the threaded bolt holes and at sharp cornered
machine cuts, with five such secondary fracture origins located. The frac-
tured adapter forging remnants attached to the aft segment, with the aft
closure lying nearby, are shown in Figures 18 and 19. The assembled

-23-
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Figurtý 14 Type and Location of Bolt Failures, Depicting a Typical
Shear t- Texusiia Mode Transition

Fivrure IS~ Aft ';-C*Lioa Of -ICi.Di~~nimeler ChamV',e r sh(,w.ing O-,al Condt.ýion
aifte- P' '4 r..buY, torl C ra ck e(ý C'~ '-iS Joint Forg'in g on Lei'tI n4
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Figure 18 One View of Adapter Forging Remnant on A't Segment--
Closure Lying on Ground

I

Figure 19 Close-up View of Adapter Forging Ren-ir:nt on Chamber
an" Attached to Closure

LOCKNUEO PmULSLIO COMPANY
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sections of broken adapter forging are shown in Figure 20. The location of
bolts is correlated with the numbering system adjacent to the large diameter
flange. The primary origin of failura in the adapter forging was associated
with a ductile dimple rupture pattern as determined by electrcn fractographs
performed on the area. The mechanism for the crack propagation triggered
by impact of the forging against the restraining cable was predominantly
microvoid coalescence.

The movement of the forward segment caused a shearing of the
skirt fillet weld joint where chamber and concrete pad were in contact. The
crack at the fillet weld progressed during subsequent removal of the chamber
to the stage where complete separation of the skirt and forward segment
occurred. Several secondary failure origins were found along the filelt weld
where plate delaminations were present.

3. FAILURE DISCUSSION

A macroexamination of the bolts disclosed that thread damage had
occurred on many of the bolts; i. e., the crests of the threads were flattened
(see Figure 21). In addition, many of the fractured bolts provided for this
investigation exhibited pit1 .ng on both the shank and the threads (see Fig-
ure 22). Bolt number 12 , •hibited a seam along the crest of th- threads,
and bolt number 28 contained six radial checks on the crest of ine threAd.
The bolt numbers reflect positions on the bolt circle. Examination of the
fractured faces revealed that the failure mode of the bolts varied from 100%
tensile to 100% shear. Figures 23 through ?.u are typical photographs of
these two conditions. The tensile fracture faces exhibited a fine grained
structure typical of 5% chromium tooi steel. The bolts fractured generally
in the root of the threads I/s to I/a inch from the shank. As illustrated in
Figure 27, the majority of the tensile failures nucleated at a point and
propagated across the bolt. The fractured face of these bolts is similar to
the fractured face of high strength bolts in which stress corrosion cracking
was induced under laboratory conditions. 1

4. MICROSTRUCTURE

Eight bolts that exhibited the tensile fracture and eight bolts that did
not fail were selected for longitudinal microbcopic studies. The appearance
of the typical tensile fracture exhibited by the eight selected bolts is illus-
trated in Figure 27. Typical examples of bolts exhibiting the tensile fracture
were investigated because the primary failure mc ie for this application
would be in tension. Therefore, all the bolts exhibiting shear type fractures
(Figure 24) were secondai y failures, and thus not investigated. All of these
bolts exhibited the normal hardened and tempered martensitic structure of
5% chromium tool steel. Figure 27 illustrated this structure at different

StandarC Pre.ssed Steel Company, Stress Corrosion Cracking of High
Strength Bolting, By C. S. Lin, J. T. Laurilli~r-, A. C. Wood, SPS
Laboratories, Jenkintown, Penn., June 1966.

-27-
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Figure ZO Assembled Fragments of Adapter Forging

A4

Figu're 21 TI-read Damage Found on Many of the bolts
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Figure 22 Pitting Experienced by Many of the Bolt.

IIP

Figure 23 Tensile-Type Failure which Nucleated at a Po- nt and
Propagated- through the Bolt
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Magnitication: ! 50X

Figure 24 Shear -Type Fracture Erhibited by Many of the Bolts

Figure Z5 Typical Photograph of Ct.ipped Tensile Failure Modc,
20 Bolts, Batch 5
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Figure 26 Typical Photograph of Shear Failure Mode, 16 Bolts, Batch 5

S" magnifications. No evidence of carburization or decarburization was found.
The normal cold work iaitiated ty the thread roiling operation was visible.
Manufacturing defects were noted on the crest of the threads in both the
fractured and the whole bolts. Figure 28 is a photc-nicrograph of a defect
on the crest of th(ý thread which was caused by the thread rolling operation
(note the plating on the surface of the thread). Figuic 29 is a photomicro-
graph of a similar defect at a higher fnagnification. The plating, as revealed
in Figure 28, was not visib)e on al! surfaces of the bolts. It appeared to
have been abraded from the thread area and part of the she.nk area. Bo01 38,
which exhibited the checks on -the crest of the threads was sectioned in the
transverse direct,.on and revealed that s:nall cracks were prcpagatirng frc,-om
the _iiecks into a parent material (Figure 30). (This findirg is also noted in
the Mell-ýn Institute report in a later section.) This polished area also re-
vealed tLat craWks were propagating into the parent material from the crest
of the thread (Figure 31). As Figre 32 reveals, secondary cracking
occurred perpe dicuar to che iractured surface and on the primary irac-
S tured f..ce. A.:other secondary, c r ýck was located in the root of the fCr).t
thread below the fracture (Figure 13,,

LOCK"iCX PROPULSION C€OMVW-W"
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"A"
M~ificat2iofl 150X stohanti 2% Nital

kagnifioationi. 320X xStohaat, 2% NiW~J

Fip-zre 27 Photo..a of the Normal Ha'-doneid %nd Tervpered
Marte ý--ýted by the Balte
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Magnification: 15 OX Etchant: 2% Nital

Figure 28

Figurr Z9

Another Thread Roiling
Defect in Crest of Thread

Magnification: 320X
5 ~Etcharit: 2% NitalIA

Figure 30

Transverse Microattucture

Crack Propagating from a

Check in the Crest of a~P!I!EThre~ad

7, ~Magnification ISO

7-tchant: ta I\~

I tW
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Figure 31

Transverse Microstructure--
Crack Propagating from
Crest of a Thread

MAgnifiCati0W ISOX

Etchant: Z% Nital

Figure 32

Secondary Cracking Noted at
the Origin of the Fracture

Magnific-4tion: I SOX

Etchant- Z Nita!

Figure 33

Secondary Crack in the Root
- of the Firet Thread un.%er

the Fracture

Magnification: 32OXuII,~Etchant: 24 Nital

34
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5. TENSILE TEST

Seven of the sound bolts which were removed from the fractured
motor case were tensile tested. The results. tabulated below, indicate a
high range of value s:

Bolt Tensile Ultimate Tensile Psi Hardness
No. Load (ib) Strength (ps!) Required (Rc)

2 112,700 291,200 260,000 53
6 112.200 289,900 260.000 52
9 112,700 291,200 260,000 51

16 105,200 271,800 260,00 r?
17 111.100 287,100 Z60,000 53
22 111,700 288,600 260.000 52
46 11.700 291,ZOO 260,000 53

The hardness o-" both the sound bolts and fractured bolts was
taken, ar. !wxthout exception, th-' hardness ranged between Rockwell -C'
51 to 56.

With the exception -Mf the s ,.ss corrosion c:acks previously noted
in the microscopic examination, the defects described in this report were
either initi.,ied by the bolt manufacturing procesi or are secondary cracks
i.e., caused by the failure. The location and nature of these defects dis-
closed that they dkl not initiate the hydrotest failure. The thread darrage,
as illustrate- ;!•- '-gure 2 is believed to ha,,-e been caused by the ,1,.
Other than the above defects, the bolts c;anplied with specification require-
ments. The fact that tne nicKel-cadnmiurn plating was worn off the thrcds
and part of the shank is believed to have contributed to the pre.-nature
failure of the bolts. The absence of plating pt .. ,,itted pits to form as illus-
trated in Figure 22, creatin8 etress -isers and suscepU,.Iilit, to stress
corrosion cracking.

SPS Laboratories (Standacrd Pr-red Steel Coxnpan.v, jenkintowri,
Pennsylvania& performed cxanmination of severai of the 4-ailed bolts. Unused
bolts of the came lot (FWB 921- 12-20, Lot No:,. 1) were also obta,.c: fronm
stock, checked for Axetallurg.cal prop -rttes, and tested for bendig pj -u.r., r-
ties in tens.ile and fat-•ge uý.ing a 30 angle washer under the nut. A I2.O,,j-
pound capacmty Tinius Olsen Testing Machine wa.s used for tens!it- tests and,
a -0,00V-pound capacity Ivy Fatigue Testing, Machine was us:d for fatilue
tests.

The txa-,m.tnat.on showed ae,.,ere thread danm.age on .h A.lid bolts.
(Figure 34 , 3 A nd . , -croit -p xml r.tlo r e-, c i- , h+ A t
fallure* occurred at the corroded r-.yi -- the 5(-l-&t thr ,ji. -u rut *_a:pc-•re;t

on th• shank areas.

Figure 3 6 illustrates the alck,.n . r . -
sion p~t in the threac root area of a used bo- , - r -,

found to have pro-pagited nearly lro•,-.-*- te s cc .l A

sho-wn in Fmgu -es 4:1 't it '.1 i ýAAble't' '~''* '

by sares, corrosion--. racking .Li'h h..•. i o-.•-'.e

•' .'"C- •' lf -(45 l ,0 • . $P. S ,V-lt••
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IMI
Mag. X3.6 7 142R

Figure 34 Example of Severe Thread Damage of Unfailed Bent Part

Mag. X9 7141R

l igu-e 35 Thread Damage at Original Point of Cracking (Failure)
Indicated by Arrow

-36-
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Mag. X8 713IR

Figure -36- Thread Failure As-Received. Note Pitted Shank and
Damaged Thread Area

Mag. X8 7132R

Figure 37 Alter Strip of Plating -Note Pitted Shank and Thread Area

-37-
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Mag. X3.5 7130R

Figure 38 Fracture Face of Failed EWD26-12 As-Received

Mag. X3.5 715OR

Figure 39 Fracture Face of Unused EWBZ6- 12 Following a Tent He Test
With a 30 Angle Under the Nut

-38-
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Mag. X250 7139R.
Nital Etchant

Figure 40 Secondary Cracking From Fracture Surface

Mag. X250 7140R

Nital Etchant

Figure 41 Final Section (Opposite Origin) of Fracture - Secondary
Cracking. Note Shear Lip at End of Fracture.

-39-
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Pitting was found on the shank and thread of the failed bolts.
(Figures 36, 37 , and 42). This could possibly act as a stress
raiser and contribute to bolt failure.

A Tukon microhardness survey of failed bolts gave no evidence
of carburization or decarburization. Tukon measurements (200 gran
D.P. H.) averaged 583.3 (Rc 54.3) and 578.9 for the core (Rc 54.0).

Tensile tests on unused bolts frorn stock indicate no signilicant
difference in bolt strength tested with or without a 30 angle washer to com-
pare bending effects. Thread failures occurred at 109,000 pound& using
a 30 angle washer under the nut and at 107,000 pounds without a washer.

Fatigue tests were conducted on unused bolts from stock at a :oad
of 48,100 pounds (R -- 0.1) with and without a 30 angle washer under the nut
to compare bending effects. Head failures resulted at "11,000 cycles for
the bolt tested without an angle washer and at 6000 cycles for the bolt tested
with the angle washer.

Magnification: 250X

Nital Etchant

L --

Figure 4Z Origin of Failure Are- -- (As-Received).
Note Pitting of Thread Area

-40-
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Au shown in Fig,;re 39, the resultant tensile fracture surface had
no clear cracking nucleus and radial path -.s had been obverved on thiý
service failed bolts.

Microscopic studies of bolts obtained Irom stock which were cor-
roded by exposure to water for 24 hours did not ... iplicate the secondary
cracking findings when fracru;'ed in teitsle or fatigue tests. (Figures 43
and 44).

6. MELLON INSTITUTE ANALYSIS

Under subcontract to LPC, Mellor Institute performed electron
fractographic examination of selected bolt.- and microscopic evaluation of
the secondrlry forging fracture surface. Due to the exceptional quality of the
electron microscopy, the Mellon report is included as subsection 8, below.

7. BOLT MATERIAL CONS'DERATIONS

The bolt failure cannot be ascribed specifically to stress corrosion
or hydrogen embrittlement as these mechanisms of failure are quite similar,
except where evidence of corrosion is present. Stress corrosion cracking
can be intergranular to transgranular, and may occur concurrently with
hydrogen embrittlement where the alloy is susceptible thereto and atomic
hydrogen is evolved during the corrosive action. Stress corrosion cracking
is quite frequently marked by secondary cracking and thus distinguished
from hydrogen embrittlement failure. However, where secondary cracking
or corrosion products are not in evidence, the two are indistinguishable.

C. L -.Land oiners recentl ypublished findingc on stress
corrosion cracking of high-strength bolting. The study involvmd H-I 1. 4340,
and 300 grade 18% Ni maraging steels, variou6 manufact',ring processes,
platings, and test conditions. Th. i information, while -t directly related
to the failure analysis, i.- resented for understanding and possible control
of the factors relating to stress corrosion failure. Significant findings were
as follows:

(1) There is a lower level of applied stress, approximately 5$% of
the proportional limit stress, below which no stress corrosion
failure will occur.

(2) Of tie materials tested, 18% nickel maraging steel bolting
material was the least su'ceptible to stress corrosion failure.

(3) Bolts of any material below 200,000 psi ultimate strength did
not fail in testing.

(4) Bolt coating was influential in reducing the incidence of bolt
failure; electroplated nickel and electroplated cadmium-
diffused afforded the most effective protection.

(5) The influence of thread rolling after heat treating was
significant in increasing the bolt life.

(6) The effect of decarburization on b-:t life was not significant.

-4:t
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Mag. X250 7148R
Nital Etchant

Figure 43 Tensile Test Specimen -Untae'd EWB26 Bn'It

Mag. X250 7 !49R
Nital Etchant

Figure 44 Tensile Test Specimen after ?.4-Hour Exp1 osure to ý
(Unused EWBZ6)
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8. MELLON INSTITUTE REPOR T

a. Introduction

This report premxntA the resuLts of the investigations conducted
at Mellon Institute to determine the ca.,se of suspected premature failure of
the Type H-II steel bolts used to secure the adapter forging --n the 156-inch-
diamrter maraging steel booster case. Due to t7,eir qualitative nature, pro-
per interpretation of the results obtained in studies of this type is of primary
importance. Thus, in preparing th.- comments giveni in this report the
investigators at Mellon Inotitute have relied strongly on the staudards pre-
sented in the Electron Fractography Handbook. 2

b. Experimental

(1) Material

Approximately thirty-five fractured bolts of H- I I steel
and one section of the failed maraging steel adapter forging were received at
Mellon Institute. The fracture surfaces of the majority of the bolts showed
signs of oxidation. In the severe ::ases the surfaces were completely
covered with rust, while, in general, attack was not appreciable.

Visual examination of these sampLes resulted in the choice
of eleven (11) bolts as representative of the lot. The criterion of selection
was a peculiar flat fracture on the bolt surface at the point of fracture origin,
In addition, a 1'w samples without apparent ,nique features at: ch origin
were chcnsen. Bolts which obviously fractured in total shear were not
examined.

i Study was, therefore, limited to 'he eleven (II) bolts and
on-- 3ebion zrouzi !he forging.

(W) Procedure

(a) Electron Fractographic Analysis

Due to the surface conditio- cf the fractured samples
ei.borate cleansing measures ware ne.•ssary to render them suitable for
replicatton. The preparation techaique inclvded immersing the bolts in an
acetone bath, kept turbulent by use of a mechanical vibrator. Minimeur
time of immersion was one hour. The object of this trwatment was to
remove any free residues and also, if possible, to loosen the oxide film on
the fract..rz wurfaceg.

Then, cellulose acetate replicating tape moisttned
with acetone was pressed onto the surface, -A|owed to dry, arnd then stripped

'A. Ph~llipo, et al, "Electron Fractography Handbook", Air Force Materit•l
Laboratory, Wrlght-Patterson Air F.rce Base, Ohio, AD 6i2-912,
31 January 196•.
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uff, Zy repeating this procedure all of the visible oxides were removed
from the sample. Generally, six repetitions were sufficient to accomplish
this ernd. Serious examination of the sarnhles by ele.ctron fractographic
techniques started only after the fracture surfaces had been thus repaired.

All replicas examined were of the pl.astic-carbon two
step type. Cellulose acetate tape approximately five mile thick was used as
the replicating plastic. A generally accepted replicating technique was
employed. This technique has been outlined in subsectioR 9. following.

"2ecause of the distinct chevron patterns on the frac-
ttire surfacez of all the bolts, it was concluded that after the initial fracturing,
through fracture proceed'pd rapidly. Therefore, replication was confined to
the area of initial fracture, or approximately an area bounded by the edge of
the bolt at the point of fracture origin and a chord drawn I/4 inch from that 4

point towards the center of the fracture 6urfacec

The point of fracture origin becomes apparent by
examining the chevron patterns, the textures of the fracture surface, and the
variation in size of the edge shear ,ips. At least six replicas from the initial
fracture area of each bolt sample were processed and examined.

The fracture surface of the foroisag sample was repaired
in the siz,-ne manner outlined for the bolts and several replicas taken from the
area of susnected fr~m-ture origin were e-arr-ined.

(b) Fracture Profile ExamInation

Certain of the bolt samples, following electron fracto-
graphic study, were sectioned in a manner such that fracture edges could be
microscopically examined. Particular attention was given to the fracture
origin.

c. Results

(1) Electron Fxac:ugrapbic Analysis

4t ttie study are Fzcc:ated in
Figures 45 throigh 107. To lirrt the lengthy discustiort and repetition in
presentation, the "lead-off" page to !Ach group of electron iractographs, -

representing the work on one bolt, gives the following i-'orrnation:

A- Bolt identify if known.
B. Ph,'ograph of the fracture surface.
C. Des-.ripti;o of the fracture appeLrance.
D- Classification of the electron fra-:tographs.

The j(_- of determining the exact causr of a failure by elec-
tron fracto-graphy is an oxtremeli complex one. The rekson is that the
mechanism of fractLxte propagatiou can be very similar -n failures caused by
a variety of conitions. To help the reader understand tais problem and also
as an aid in followin; the classification -4 the electron fractographs, portions

-44-
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of the section dedling xvith envirotnmental effects on ir.1 ,Ltrt- rnodeO4 givtn ~n
the Electron Frdctugraphy Hdndbook ,ire rec oa-rine rd v-.

Thue, classifications of the frdctographs pi-esente-d ~n thitf
report will be limited to an identification of the inost probable mechanism of
fracture propagation, plus, pointing out features pec'.l'iar Lu a particular con-
dition of failure.

(2) Fra~ ture P-,ofile Examination

Metallograpbic rampies were prepared from bolts idea.tified
as LPC Codes 2, 86, and 95. The photornicrographic results obtained from
the microscopic examination of thesc samples arý! given In Figures 108, 109,4
110, and 111.

The resW~ts obtained from bolt sample 86 are shawn in
Figure 108. The profile of the fracture origin, 1081'a) and 108(b), show the
brittle nature of the fracture at the point of initiation, app.Lrent fromn the
flatness of the fracture and the prescn~ce of a 'brittle crack- extending in a
direction appro~dmately perpendicular to the fracturc path. TI-e photom icro-
gr aph given in Figure 108(c) ;s an example of the condition preisent around all
of the threads tin the sa~mple, namnely, a deformation band conforming to th'-
th --ead geometry, A hail -line crack found in the deformation band as sociated

_.h the thread immediately below the fracture is sho~n in I igure 108(d).

The point of origin of the 4fractur, -in bolt aample L PC 2 is -

shown in photomicrog;-aphi (a,, and (b) in Figure 109. Thepte represent the
two halves of the secticned b olt. As can be seen, the fracture initiated very
close to the root of - thread. Visual examination of most of the bolts studied
a&so showed the thread root region to be the most frequcont point c. fractuire
initiation. Higher magnification photuryi-. -ographs (0) and (d) in Figure ! 09,
show the fracture profile at the origin in i-Tore deta,'. Apparent 1r, tjre brittle
nature of the fracture at its point of iri-tialion, particu~arly s. rit Figure
109(-ý). Again, brittle cracking in a dir-!ctlor. perpendicular to the -fracture
path can be seen.

The appeArance of th'- fractu-c origin, showAn *In Figure
10 in the etched condition, I# given a~t 1%()X rn-Tgndication in L i>~
The defortriation zoric is re---dily apparitnt paa-" ýs
of elongation in the deformation L~~~ ~adwith the firsfth'reAdl
the f racture in sample LPC 2. s rholwn iii Figu re 1 1 Oýb,.

Fiur 11 -~aphto~-icoraph of the r o-X cr the ttrea
immediately below the fra.turt in bý-olt stampie IPC- C-ode 95, A flin' ne-work -

of cracks can be seen pe ;'-:cating ir'co -hecadrm Platt zti1i 6bl - to the
bolt. Thorough eai-u of the bolt sampleis showed that in Z--n aislr
th-e cadrmiurr. j.ewas either partially or tc~taily rcn-ýve~d frzomr tttr. ;rca
;.round the thread rootis

d. Discussion

A stu~dy o• f historý of the~ H11i stes-1~4t reveal.
were (a, thdred by a rolli~ny tecft.iicque and suabsequently ileat tren.T:
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cadmium plated and (c) used repeatedly to secure the adapter section on the
LPC 156-inch-diameter inaraging steel boosrer case during developmental
te sting.

The investigations conducted at Mellon Institute have shown
that (1) all bolts except those which failed in total shear had a point of frac-
ture origin located at one edge, (2) the point of fracture origin was generally
iocatee at the root of one of the threads, (3) the fracture was inore brittle at
the point of origin than elsewhere on tht -ample, as detected from visual
obseivations of the fracture textures and nr'-croscopic observ.7tions of frac-
ture profiles, (4) the mechanisms of fracture propagation in the area of
fractu ,e origin in the majority of the bolts examined were predominantly
two; intergranular iupture and quasi-cleavage, mechanisms which can be
associated with a number ot brittle fracture conditions, and (5) occasional,
features were fuand on the electron fractographs which are associated with
-tress corrosion or hydrogeu ermbrittlement failure conditions.

Having considered all available information, a mechanism of
failure can be suggested. It is felt that prior to through (or complete) frac-
ture, many of the bolts had formed an area of initial brittle fracture. Once
this area had grown to :ritical dimensions fracture propagated rapidly by a
nmechanism of sharp-notched tension.

The exact mechanism of the initiation and propagation of brittle
Sfract ire cannot be stated. However, the possibilities which evolve from the
known facts an% experimental indications can )e proposed. The fact that
fracture always initiated At an edge of the bolt suggests that some condition
existed at +his point prior to failure which acted as a stress raiser. The
most obviouE answer is a crack or some other type of deiect.

conditi,)ns which might allow for a crack to initiate and grow at
some preferred point on the bolt are numerous. Those conditions which must
be considered in this case are hydrogen embrittlement as a result of the
cadmium plating technique, stress corrosion (exposure of H-Il steel surface)
because of the introduction of some undesirable environment between or during
testing, the effect of the s t resses and metallurgical phenomena created by the
technique nf thread rolling and subsequent heat treatment, and the possibility
that all three conditions act in harmony to induce brittle fracture.

Another factor which must certainly be considered is the effect
w handling thc bc1i3 , etween testing on inducing susceptibility to cracking by
tbe conditione given abuve. For example, damage to t",e cadinium plating in
the root area of a Lhread could set up ideal conditions for corrosive attack,
especially if the bolts are not carefully stored between testing.

The predominant mechanism of fracture propagation in the area
of fractuce origin of the fork,'ig section was found to be mic rovoid coalescence,
at shown by the dimpled rupture patterns on the electron fractographs.
Although some areas showed signs of brittle fracture these were associated
with networks of brittle secondary phase particles, commonly found in
maraging steel. The brittle particles tend to cleave with the result that
surro,-iding areas show less ductile fracture facets.
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e. Conclusions

Conclusions reached from the investigations described abova
are listed below:

A. All of the bolts examined had an area of fracture origin
located at o~ne edge and characterized by flat surface
textures and occasional dlacoloratlons.

B. The fracture origin was generally located at the root ol
one of the bolt threads.

C. Examination of fracture profiles and electron fractographe
show generally brittle fracture propagation in the area of
initial fracture.

D. Features generally recognized as, and presently suggested
as being associated with stress corrosion and/or hydrogen
embrittlement failure conditions were found in tLe electron
fractogiaphic analysis of -he bolt samples.

f. Recoirnmt ada. .-ne

Since tais failure '4 consideztd to be associated with service
life of a vtructara. rinmber, it is important to realize that steps have to be
taken to -- Ad such rnislhaps. In this connection, bolt specifications relative
to th- t-.pe of mat-arial, its heat treatment and microstructure, plus handling
techniques must 'e ch,.iged so as to preclude as much as possible, the
undesirable effects such as notch-embrittler.,ent, stress corrosion, hydrogen
ejv ' -il: ient. Furthermore, experiments have to be conducted on bolts to

i~•.•e serv;cc failure conditions in the laboratory and evaluate the different
lallui mndee. Directions to modify bolt specifications can be more realisti-
calyv developed t•nrough such an approach.

Appro ied, Respectfully submitted,

G.K. Bhat J.B. Tobias
Head. General Metallurgy and Project Engineer
Materials Research Group

9. APPENDIXES TO MELLON INSTINUTk' REPORT

a. Appendix I

The cellulose acetate replicating tape is moistened on one side
with acetue. The moistened side cf the tape Is pressed onto the fractuie
surface using a Ainger or somethint else suitable such as & pencil eraser.
Once it is apparent that all of the air bubbles have% been forced out and good
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cuatt•ct has been made, the plastic is allowed to dry. Generally, the
drying time is one hour.

The plastic replicas were reinforced with ZOO mesh stainless
steel grids. Two techniques of attaching the replicas to tha grids were used.

If the fracture area of interest is relatively fiat and unobstructed
by a shear lip then a stainless steel grid is placed on top of the cellulose ace-
tate and located over this area. By moistening the gril with a small amount
of acetone and allowing it to dry, the grid becomes slightly embedded in the
plastic. The replica with the attached grid is then stripped in the usual
manner and subsequently sectioned around the grid. The sample is now
ready for further processing.

Occasionally the area of interest on a fracture sample is located
close to a shear lip or is characterized by severe changes in surface texture.
In cases of this t*-pe the plastic replica is first stripped. The areas of
interest are then carefufly sectioned to Neks appropriate to the 's-inch
diameter stainlear s&*eel grids. A grid is placed on a clean glass slide and
moistened with a drop of acetone. Then, the plastic replica is placed, sample
side up, onto the grid just as the acetone seems to have completely evaporated.
The replica is held down by the corners using tweezers for a faw secronds.
The result is the plastic replica is firmly adhered to the grid without damage
to the sample side.

All plastic replicas were platinumn shadowed at a 150 angle prior
to deposition of the carbar film. A technique which has prcved s.uccessful
wa5 then used to dissolve the cellulose acetate replica.

b. Appendix I

A fzactured bolt nent from Rocket Propulsion Laboratory at
Edwards Air Force Base by Mr. William Payne was also received at Mellon
Institute for the purpose of fract-graprh: aralysis A photograph of the
fracture surface is given in Figure 112. Replication wai concentrated in the
area pointed out by the arrow This aiea is ,ha.acterized by a surface
texture much flatter than the rost of tb^ sarnplt.

Thi resulcs of the jt..dt are bhown oy the electron fractographs
in Figures 113 through 118. A very preeominant .ra~turi pattern is apparent.
It is characterized by a very high dausity of surface markings, giving the
impression on an etching effect, on transgranular fracture facets. Hair-line
networks of markings of the type seen in these fractographs are often found

nr hydregen 3mbritc1#;men, in•ucad firact-res. &hey aie 6elieved to be
associated with the fracture process or the alloy microstructure.
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LPC Code: lone Mellon Code: A ARearance of Yracture

%'he area of 1zitial fracture Is
shown by the arrow in the photo-
graph. This area is characterized
by a flat surface texture and the
presonce of two discolored regions
extending to the bolt edge.

2X

Electron Fractographic Analysis

* - Fractographo showing the typical appearance of the fracture in the area
pointed out above are given in Figures 46, 47, 48, and 49. The discolored
regionslat the fracture origin show an intergranular mechanism of fracture
propagation somewhat obscured by large amounts of corrosion pzoducts (see
arrows in Figures 46 and 47). Away from the discolored regions but still in
the area of initial fractoire a mixed fracture mechanism of intergranular
rupture and quasi-cleavage w-is predominant, as shown in Figures 48 and 49.
The very dark material on the fractograph in Figu.re 48 is a remnant of suar-
face oxide initially contaminating the surfacze.

Figure 45 Photograph of the Fractured Surface of H-II Steel Bolt
Sample, Mellon Code A, and Pertinent Information
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Figure 46 Fractograph Showing an Figure 47 Fractograph Showing an
Intergranular Mechanism of Irtergranular Mechanism of
Fracture Propagation. Arrows Fracture Propagation, Arrows
Point Out Corrosion Products. Point Out Corrosion Products.

Figure 48 Fractograph Showing a Figure 49 Fractograph Showing a
Mixed Intergr~ular and Quasi- Mixed Intergranular and Quasi-
Cleavage Fracture Mechanism. Cleavage Fracture Mechanismn.
The Dark Material on the Fracto-
graph is a Remnant of Surface
Oxide Initially Contaminating the

Surface.

-50-
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U C Code: None Mellon (Code: B AMpearance of Fracture

The area of Initial fracture is
shown by the arrow in the photo-
"graph. This area is characterized
by a flat surface texture and lack
of other unusual mrkings. The
discolored regions seen on the I

fracture surface are of a post-
failure origin.

2X %

4

Electron Fractographic Analysis

The four fractographs given in Figure 51, 52, 53, and 54 are typical of the
fracture appearance in the area pointed out above. The predominant
mechanism of fracture propagation is quasi-cleavage with occasional inter-
granular and dimpled rupture facets.

Figure 50 Photograph of the Fractured Surface of H-Il Steel Bolt
Sample, Mellon Code B, and Pertinent Information
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4000X

4

Figure 51 Fractograph Showing a Figire 52 Fractograph Showing a
Mixed Intergranular and Quasi- 'vlixed Quasi-Cleavage and
Cleavage Fracture Mechanism Jimpled Rupture Fracture

Mechanism

Figure 53 Fractograph Showing Figure 5,i Fractograph Sh-)wing a

Quasi-Cleavage Fracture Mixed Quasi-Cleavage and

Mechanism Dimpled Rupture Fracture
Mechanib r
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LPC Code: None Mellon Code: C Appearance of Fracture

The area of initial fracture is

shown by the arrow. This area is
characterixed by a flat surface
texture and the presence of a shiny
fan-shaped region a si%^rt distance
rrom the bolt edge.

2X

Electron Fractographic Analysis

Two distinctly different patterns oi fracture propagation were four.d in and
around the f..n-shaped area pointed out above. Figures 56, 57, 58, and 59
are illustrative of a mechanism of propagation associated with an environ-
mental effect. Features are present on thc fractographs'which generally
accompany stress corrosir 1 fracturing. These will be noted in each figure.
Little resiitance to fracturt- was experienced when crossing the area repre-
sented by tl-- fractographs in Figures 60 and 61. This condition is generally
cla-sed as naterial defect which, in this case, seems to be large amounts
of banded and clustered, regularly shaped, secondary phase particles. It is
not known whether the two mechanisms were related to this fracture.

Figure 35 Photograph of the Fractured Surface of H- I I Steel Bolt
Sample, Mellon Code C, and Pertinent Information
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4000X

Figure 56 Fractograph Showilag a Figure 57 Fractogr. ,pA~ Zhýwing
"Mud-Crack" Pattern, a Largc Arnounts of Corrc-oion
ehenomenon of Corrosive Attack, Products (see arrows on What
Commonly Found Accompanying Appeared to be Intc~rgranular
Stress Corrc:ion Fa~ilurL.,; Fracture Facets

Figure 58 Fr-actogri-ph Showing a ýi~ure 59 Fractograph Showing a
Mixed Interg;-At-ular at-A Quasi- juati-Cleavage Fracture
Cleavage Fracture ?i -m. n M-chanism in the Preaence of a
Arrows Point Ouat C(. Smot Gor~inP~~csee

""--ot -o - o Produc

Products ý,a the Fra,. - Cets arrt.. --a)
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4000X

Figure 60 Fractograph Showing a Figure 61 Fý-itctograph Showing a
Material Defect Tyvpe of Fracture Material D~efect Type of Fr--cture
Mechanism, In This Cast, the Mechanism. In This Case, the
Material Defcct is Large Amounts Material Defect is Large Amounts
of Band#-d and Clustered Secondary of Banded and Clustei-d Secondary
Phase Particles Phase Particles

LPC Code: No-2 Mellon Code: D

Appearance of Fracture

The area of initial fracture is Ghown
by the arrow in the photograph. This
Sa is characterized by a flat our
xace texiure and the lack of other
unusual markings.

-A
Electron Fraratographic Analysiz%

The fractograp'as g"OVeti Ln Figures 4
through 69 are 'ypical of the type of
fracturing fowWn ii.. the area pointed
out above. The mechanism of prora-.Z

ga'nseen in prakctically all of the
figu-es can -r-lassed as predominantly quas- -ceavage. Hoever, there
are facets or. most - Vt fractographs which suggest sonme ititergr-,rnudar or
tratl-grAnular fracturing. In addition, the Iwnerc~s fine-lined.rarkia&- on
the ftartre fpcets, especi -'I- as acen in F"gures• 63, 64, b5--. td , lugCr
:hc possibility of fin envronrnt.:Aa- esffect adding tc~t the fail-;rv corviý'Aorn.

S Figure l? Fhotogranh -4 the FrIActur.J Rt.... -- terl Bol!
Mmtltor code D. aad Perti~ent 'nforination

LCKO* I VWPAN*3t C&
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400OX

I
I
I.[

Figuie 63 Fractograph Showing a Figure 64 Fractograph Showing a
Quasi-, Cleavage Fracture Quasi- Cleavage Fracture
Mechanism with Numerous Fine- Mechinism with Numerous Fine-
Line Markings on the Fracture Line Markings on the Fracture
Facets Facets

r

I

•-.

Figure 65 Fractc-graph Showing a Figure 6b, Fr~ctugrah Showning -i
Mixed Quatsi-Cleavage arn Inter- 1-tuasi-Cleavage Fr" ture
granular Fracture Mechnzism %leca•nism iwith ".riý ercus Fi-ne-
with Numerous Fine-Line Markings Line M-rk.ngs on th, Fractu e
on the Fracture Fac-ets Facetz

-5b.
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Figue 6 I-'actgrap Sh winga NixI

~~~~Figure b7itzrs~ Sho mra Fgrp Soi g u L 4 Fra c MSix'wi ip

Que us-Cetara ndi-Cledwige \a4,xc UnIrrr ular--l_1-,ý -KI
Runtre F-z Fracur Mechaenism-u.-
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LPC Code: 2 Mellon Code: None Uparince of Fracture

h'e area of initial fracture is

s!-.wn by the arrow in the photo-
graph. This area is characterized
by a flat surface texture and the
presence of a shiny fan-ehaped
marking extending to the edge of
the bolt.

2X

Electron Fractographic Analysis

TYl? fractographs given in Figures 71 through 74 are typical of the Lvpe of
fracuaring found in the area pointed out above. The patterns do not show
generally recognizable features which would allow for a classification of the
,c-hanisni of frarture propagation. However, the fracture seems to have
been particularly brittle in this area as is evidenced by the lack of ductile
fettures in most of the fractographs. The dark petches in Figures 72 and
73 are remnants of surface oxidc ;ontarainants.

Figure 7C0 1-h`otograph if the Fractured Surface of H-I I Steel Bolt
Sarnple, LPC Code 2, and Pertinent Information
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Figure 71 Fractograph Showing Figure 72 Fractograph Showing
Complete Lack of Ductile Complete Lack of Ductile
Fracture Features Fracture Features

4000X

Figure 73 Fractograph Showing Figure 74 Fractograph Showing
Signs of an Intergra'ular Mixed Quasi-Cleavage ard
Fracture Mechanism Dimpled Rupture Fracture

Mechan ism

-59-
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LP Code: 28 . Molla Code:None A•psrae ot Fracture

The ore of Inital fracture Is
showen by the arrow In the photoo-
graph. This ares'a Is earacterlsed
by a flat sr~face textu~re and the
lack of other urusual mazkinp.

Electron Fractographic Analysis

Typical fracture patterns found in the area pointed out above are shown by
the fractographs in Figures 76 through 79. The mechaniism of propagation
can be classed as predominantly quasi-cleavage with occasional indications
of intergranular separation. In addition, many fine-lined markings are
apparent onthe fracture facets.

Figure 75 Photograph of the Fractured Surface of H-IlI Steel Bolt

Sample, LPC Code 28, and Pertinent Information
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406OX

Figure 76 Fractograph Showing a Figure 77 Fractograph Showing
Mixed Quasi-Cleavage and Inter- Quasi-Cleavage Fracture
granular Fracture Mechanism Mechanism with Fine-Line
with Fine-Line Markings on the Markings on the Fracture Facets
Fracture Facets

Figure 78 Fractograph Showing a Figure 79 Fractograph Showing
Quasi-Cleavage and _-ite rgranular Quasi-Clevage Fracture
Fracture Mechanism Mechanism

LOCKI4EKO P"OPULSION COMPANY
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LC Code. 86 HJelo. Code:None A6 ,arance of Fracture

The aresa of initial fracture is
shown by the arrow in the photo-
graph. This area is characterized
by a flat awface texture and the
presence of a discolored region
extending to the edge of the bolt.

Electron Fractographic Analysis

Typical fracture patterns found in the area pointed out above are shown in
Figures 81 through 84. A transition of fracture mechanisms from very close
to the edge of the bolt to just beyond the discolored region was noted. Figure
81 is a fractograph of the area very close to the edge. The features, although
not recognizable, do not indicate ductile fractume. Figure 82 shows a combi-
nation quasi-cleavage, dimpled rupture in an area further away from the edge.
Directional dimples, typified by the fractographs given in Figures 83 and 84,
were found around the inside edge of the discolored region. The pitting or
etching effect on the fracture facets of these last two figures suggest an en-
vironmental effect addine to the failure condition.

Figure 80 Photograph of the Fractured Surface of H-I I Steel Bolt
Sample, LPC Code 86, and Pertinent Information
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Figure 81 Fractograph Showing Figure 82 Fractugraph Showing aComplete Lack of Ductile Mixed Quasi-Cleavage andFracture Features. Dimpled Rupture Fracture
Mechanism

(00

E~g~83 Fraitlfcraph hwn FIgUre 84 Fractog~raph Sho~vingDi rectionalI Dinmpted RUptur(' Directi on il Dim~pled RuptureMecinism of 'r.cture !-roua- Mechanis.m of Fr.ctur_ F .rop -gation With anr Etchiing Effew~t cm gatlon With an Etc hing Eff4ect onithie F2racture Facets~. the Pr;-icture Facets.
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- k~Apearsnce of~ Fra s tu rt

The tres .f Injtit z'ra•tu-e Ie
shldrn by the arrov in th.e ph:tc-
gruph. This areu is chratert',t
by a fiot surface texture whi,.h la
cisccr.orel. The iisco1ormt1:n
extends tv the erige of the bc.'...

2.

Electron Fractcgraphic Analysis

Typical fracture patterns found in the area pointed out above are given by the
fractographs in Figures 86 through 91. Common to all of these fractographs
are features which indicate the presence of a corrosion product. Figures
86 and 87 show corrosior products, indicated by arrows, on intergranular
fracture facets. The mechanism of fracture propagation shown in Figure 88
can be classed as predominantly quasi-cleavage. The corrosion products
and other features, due to environmental effects, completely obscure the
fracture patterns in the fractographs of Figures 89, 90, and 91.

Figure 85 Photograph of the Fractured Surface of H-l1 Steel Bolt Sample,
LPC Code 95, and Pertinent Information
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4000X

tU

Figurc 66 Fractograph Showing An Figure 81 Fractograph Showing An

Intergranular Fracture Mechanism Intergranular Fracture Mechanism
With Corrosion Products (see With Corrosien Products (see
arrows) Present in Fracture arrows) Pi sent in Fracture
Facets. Facets.

I:

IfI

.•ir - ~ F. i ,z±r r . -c u'.-i.-,. '.~:c- T~ ( i• tr .. , . :,

-o it z ( orr ns ,r C;.. rr '.:, !I r, ;.. ,
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4000X

Figure 90 Fractograph Showing a Figure 91 Fractograph Showiisg a
"Mud-Crack" Corrosion Pattern Needle-Like Corrosion Product
Completely Obscuring the Completely Obscuring the
Fracture Pattern Fracture Pattern.

LPC Code:_&_ Mellon Code:No'Ie Apparance of Fracture

The area of Initial fracture is
shobn by the -rrov In the photo-
graph. The area is characterized
by a ,ms region close to the
edge 9aving a flat gurace texture
and the lack of other unusual
Mark iIngs.

Electron Fractographic Analysis

The fractograph given in Figure 93 is typical of the fracture attern in the
area close to the edge pointed out above. The oechanism of fracture propa-
gatior. is classed as quasi-1eavage. Also ap'parent is thm high density of
fine-line markings ono the fracturc facets.

Figure 12 Photograph of the Fractured Suraace of H - IT I Steel Bolt Sample.
LPC Code 99, and Pertinent Information.
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4000X

Figure 93 Fractograph Showing a Quasi-Cleavage Fracture Mechanism With
Many Fine-Line Markings on the Fracture Facets

LPC Code: 106 Mellon Code: None Appearance of Fract'ae

T-e ares of initial fracture is
shown by the arrow in the photo-
graph. Ibis area is characterized
by a flat surface texture and a
discolored region which extends
"to the bolt edge.

Electron Fractographic A

The fracture pattern typical of the area in and around the discolored region
pointed out ,bove are shown by the fractographs in Figures 95, 96, and 97.
The mechanism of fracture propagation is protd0.irtantly qckasi-.leavage with
occAsional evidence of dimpled rutui-t, thl latter in•dicated? in Figure 97.
The presence of a smooth corros ion product is also noted -y arrows in the
figures.

Figure 94 Photograph of the Fractured Surft<e of V-1 Stel Bolt Sariple,
LPC Code 106. and Pertinent Inforrnation.
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400 OX

Figure 95 Ftactograph Showing Quasi-Cleavage .P racture Mechanism With
the Presence of a Smooth Corrosion Product (sct arrows).

i 'F a..tograph Sh'i~Fi i txre c F i -icto;,raph 55howin¶gy a
Q-.ý, C, rd~~r Mixed, -litasi-Cleavage and

c * th thz.~ U re~~ D; nn, Drp! ed R ipt-pre'Fkctir
0,. a *. : ,grcsto: Product Mecha;Asm withk the Pre,,cnce of

~ ~i' a SnniCorrosion Product (see,
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IYC Cod.: 116 I4eThm Code.None Ap�e.rance of fracture

¶�ik� area of Initial fracture is
shown by the arrov in the photc.-
graph. This area is characterized
by a flat surface texture and the
lack of other unusual mark lags.

21

ELectro�i Fractographic Anilysie

Typical fracture patterns found in the area poi: Led out above are shown by
the fractographa in Figures 99, 100, and 101. The fracture mechanism is

predominantly quasi-c1eavag�.

Fgure98 Photograph of the Fractured Surface of H-Il Steel Bolt Samp'e.
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Figure 99 Fractograph Showing Quasi-Cleavage Fracture Mechanism.

F,; g lre IOU Fractograph Showing Figure 101 Fractograph Showing
si-C I It ge Fracture Quasi-"Cleav~ge Frdacture

Met -c ilnis.in Mechanisra
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Appeerance

Adapter Forging Section of Fracture

The suspected area of
initial fracture is shown
by thp arrow in the photo-
graph. The fracture texture
is not much smoother in this
region, however, the chevron
pattern seems to converge
here. The center band seen
on the fracture is the area
where the surface rust was

.5X removed.

Electron Fractograph Analysis

The fracture p-atterns found in and around the area of fracture origin pointed
out above are shown by the fractographs in Figures 103 through 107. The pre-
dominant mechanism of fracture propagation seems to be micro-void coales-
cence characterized by the directional dimpled rupture seen in Figures 103,
104, and 105. The fractographs in Figures 106 and 107 show brittle fracture
facets in areas where secondary phase material is present. These clusters
of material, shown by arrows in the figures, are apparently brittle and fail
probably by a cleavage mechanism. The result is that the fracture in the
area immediately surrounding the secondary phase material propagates in a
brittle manner. There is evidence of corrosion products on the fracture
facets in Figures 106 and 107. It is felt that this condition is of a post-failure
origin since the fracture was heavily rusted as received.

Figure 102 Photograph of the Fracture Surface of the Section From the
Adapter Forging and Pertinent Information.

4000X

Figure 103 Fractograph Showing a Micro-Void Coalescence Mechanism of
Fracture Propagation Characterized by Directional Dimples.

-71-
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4000X

Figure 104 Fractograph Showing a Figure 105 Fractograph Showing a
Micro-Void Coalescence Micro- Void Coalescence
Mechanism of Fracture Propaga-. Mechanism -f Fracture Propaga-
tion Characterized by Directional tion Characterized by Directional
Dimples. Dimples.

•I- -

Figure 106 Fractograph Showing a Figure 107 Fractograph Showing a
Brittle Fracture Mechanism in Brittle Fracture Mecha sm in
an Area Where Secondary Phase an Area Where Secondary Phase
Material is Present (see arrows). Material is Present (se, arrows).
A Needle-Like Corrosion Product
is Shown by the Open Arrows.
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*100K Etch: Mixed Acid 25C(Z E~tch: Mixed Acid

(a) (b)W --- _ J --I

bOCX Etch: Mixed Acid .2501 Etch: Mixed Acid

Figurel 06S- Photomicrographs Shoving the Profile of the Fracture Origin,
(a) and (b), Of Bolt aample 86. A Deformation Band Present
at the Root of a Thread and the Occasional Cracking Found in

~ the Bands are Shown in (c' and (d) Respectively.
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25X 25X
(a). (b)

25 OX 25 CI

FiVu1re 109.. rhotomicrographs Shiowing thie Location,. (a) and (b), and the
Profile, (c) and (d), of the Fracture Origin in Bolt Sample 2.
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10CDC Et'-h: Mixed Acid

IOCX Etch: Mixed Acid

(b)

Figure 110 Phctomicrographs, (a), Showing the Location o-f the Fracture
Origin with Fespect to the Th.read Deformation Ba-rd Ir Bolt
Sample 2 and (b) Cracking in the D rfomtinn Band Asscociated
"with the First Thread Below the Fracture.

LOCKHEED PROPULSION COMPANY
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Figurel 1I1- Fractogrophi Sbovizng a Fine .ý,twork of Cracks Penetratinz into
the Cadmium Plate at the Root of the Thread Izn'wdiately Belov
tht Fracture in Bolt Suwple 95.
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Figure 112 Photograph of the Fractured Serface of the Bolt Sample Sent
From Rocket Propulsion Laboratory. The Arrow Shows the Area of Initial
Fracture Where Replication was Conducted.

4000X

Figure 113 Fractograph Sho'ving a Figure 114 Fractograph Showing a
Transgranular Fracture Transgranular Fracture
Mechanism with Many Fine-Line Mechanism with Many Fine-Line
Marking on the Fracture Facets. Markings on the Fracture Facets.
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4000X

Figure 115 Fractograph Showing a Figure 116 Fractograph Show.ing a
Transgrariular Fracture Transgranular Fracture
Mfechanismn with Many Fine-Line Mechanism with Manv Fine-Line
Markings on the Fracture Facets. Markings on the Fracture Facets.

Figure 117 Fractograph Showing a Figure 118 Fractograph Showing a
Transgranular Fracture Trans granula r Fracture
Mlechanism with Many Fine-Line Mechanism with Mianyý Fine-Line
Markings on the Fracture Facets. Markings on the Fracture Facets.
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SECTION VI

DISCONTINUITY STRESS ANALYSIS

1. INTRODUCTION

The fabrication of large pressure vessels very often introduces
contour deviations in the vessel. Among the deviations most frequently
encountered are:

(1) Longitudinal radial mismatch

(2) Circumferential radial mismatch

(3) Longitudinal angular mismatch

(4) Circumferential angular mismatch

These deviations cause a change in the stress pattern from that
which would occur in a pressurized geometrically perfect vessel. A know-
ledge of the stresses is needed in order to establish tolerance limits ca the
amouat of deviation that can be permitted in the structure, as wel as in
defining the allowable defect size in a r-ismatched weld joint, since critical
flaw site is proportio-_-1 to stress squared.

Discontinuities as such do not actually occur in pressure vessels
and the term is used tc describe local irregularities or discrepancies. This
termiinclogy is used because the geometric configuration undergoes abrupt
changes at thesa locations. The most critical such ar-malies in cylindrical
pressure vessel* are those tha& reatAt in deviations from "roundness" in the
cylindrical section, Such irregularities introduce stress patterns which
increase the locai hoop stresses and thereby produce the highest *tressers
in the system.

A perfect circular section is the lowest energy configuration for
such a vessel and *ay deviations from this will result ýn a system of stresses
which, upon prezsurization, will tend zoward this low eaergy state. While it
is relatively simple io apply such general principles to determine behavior
Qf an out-of-round structure, it is much mcre difficult to obtain a quantita-
tive measure of the significance of such "disýcontinuilies".

Discontinuities are traditionally evaluated by applying minor and
often empirical approxmate influence factors to the simpler jolution for A
regular geometry; these techniauei are seldom valid in the immetdiate
vicinity of the discontinuity A second method of analysis Las becoren avail-
able which permits the evaluation % detailed geometric configurations With
the aid of computers. These procedures do not rectuire a nacŽ2erna.tic-al
equation of the geometry but rather consider the structure a* an asse-nbly
of finite elements. The computers are efficient at calculating the b'ehavior
of all these inýerconnecting parts, permitting precise solution ý! tht ,-nairix
formulation.

-7.'-
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The 156-inch hydrobsirst program was d signed to demonstrate and
develop improved methods of performance prediclion, including verification
of analytical strLngth analysis methods. The aseumptions for the analytical ¶.

investigation included all visible and experimentaIly determined defects.
Measurements were taken on the case in the region of the longizudinal welds
prior to the hydroburst program and compared to similar measurerment3
taken immediately after the case had been fabricated. The differences in the
measurements indicated that permanent set bad occurred in the interim, The
most severe discontinuity in the 156-inch case was a circumferential angular
mismatch as shown in Figure 119.

A comprehensive plane strain discontinuity stress analysis of this
mismatch was conducted, utilizing a. modified nonlinear stress analysis com-
puter program written by Dr. L. R. Herrmann.*" A comparison of
Dr. Herrman's analysis and the avaiiable Swedlow's (as programmed by
J. Ary of Edwards Air Force Base) is presented in Table VII.

TABLE VII

COMPARISON OF HERRMANN AND SWEDLOW PROGRAMS

J. Swedlow
LR o, r-ann (Pro-r.tmcd 1byJ. Ary)

-i nNonlihi-.,r, c.g., Linear. e.g..

uu ') u/f3A

Formiulation Dcform~ed Body Undcformed Body
(in teri.n of deformed
or undeforn-ed bo-ly) a. Uses true stress a. Uses engineerig ctress

b. Loads applied on deformed b. Loads applied on original
hbuendary bounds ry

Stress-strain law Modified Hooke-0 Law for large Uses incremental plasticit/
strains where claŽstic constants theory duz to Reuss although
can be specified as secant it is not know whether or nct
modulus as function of maximum the unloading feahire has
peincipal strain been programme-i

Basic formulation Equilibrium, by variational Stress function
method (displacements unknown)

Plane stress or strain Plane strain or stress Plane strain or stress

Finite element or difference Finite element Finite difference

Grid spachg Arbitrary (triangular elements) (Ccnstant meah spacing)

Principal limitation Poor stress-strain law Based on a linear strain-
displacement law which does
not consider effects of changes

in geometry under load

Program modifications Adapt Hencky's deformation Change program to rnooafy
required theory which requires determi- geometry after each load in-

nation of Eec and ppl versus crement. This may be rath-er
effective 4train. Change Ese,: difficult since a stress formu-
progra-n to modif7y lpl ind latlon is used and the unknowns
based on effective strain rather are the values of the stress
f-han p-Incipal strain function at each node rather

than displacement

-80-
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Primary -.equirements for the analysis were:

(1) The theory must account for effects of changes in geometry
under load.

(2) The stress-strain law should be capable of predicting pressure-
strain ~or deformation) behavior of a perfectly round chamber.

Dr. Herrmnann's programn was selected for the analysis. A detailed
description of the program i presented in subsecticn 4.

Additioiral analyses performed in areas of possible failure include
those below:

* Tbe aft closure-adapter bolts f.-Aled prematurely

9 The tapered pins were ejected

2. STRUCTURAL DESCRIPTION

The aidroburst chamber consisted of two segments attached together
by a tapered pin clevis joint, the male and female portioas in the forwaiJl anid
aft segments, Irespectively. The outside diam~eter of the chamber wast 154.90
inches, and the wa'A thickness was 0.390 4(i.0 1ýinches. The chamber dirnen-
sions are shown in Figure 3. Each isegmnt w__ e composed of two plates of
sicel rol'~ed and welded and atiached together by a girth weld.

The forward domne was fabricated from six partial gr~re plates and
a dollar phate welded tog -her. A cylindrical skirt wate welW,,d to the closure
through a double ring Just prior to the elliptical tangency ptarxe., Similarly,
the aft dome was fabricated from gore plates welded toge~ier. A nozzle
adlapter- was holted to the -'ome, and a hydrotest closure was bolted to the
adavt'* r.

A visual examination of the 15t~-inch mnotc'r case p. ior to the hydro-
test resulted; in the following observaiions and conclupions:

1) A "~dutch Patch- wars visible on "he aft clorsure. This is a
relatively low stressf location and was not considered
signiiicatit.

~2 Aa apparent inidenitation was on thc circumferential weld on
the forward. cylituder, fr-. ward segment. ar.4i on the forward
cylindAer. dft segrnent. The inderitations appearerd negligible.

,3) There was apparet t -se.. guill-ng ' of the longittdinal welds.

'4; Several rc'aiiiers for the !oknt pins were bent -rd lcose. It
wv-A 1 S a- A -.4d that all rnttaine rx be checke;d, and thie
darmAged ont repaired.
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Available vidi.gage dimenesiroris were reviewed. The minimum thick-
ness was 0.375 in,ýhea at avprcxi~n-a~tely one inch from the aft course longi.-
tudinal weld. Vltraisunic thickaess meý,suremeflts taken of the segments
are shona in Section HI.

Accu'atc case coaitour defialtion was obtai-aed by measuring che rise
cli the caaz over six-...ch chord lengths spaced one-inch &part for thirty
inches on either side of the longitudinal weld at six different locations. These
data were then matched with the vidigage measurements cf thickness to
establish the shell contour. N

- The most severe discontinuity ia the longitudinal weld, based on
measured data is shown in Figure 119.

Based on results of Pittsburgh Testing Laooratory data for tensile
specimens aged with various cylinders of forwird and aft segments (see
Table VIII), frilowing are the measured case steel propertied:IMinimum yield Ftrength (0.2% offset) 240,000 psi

Minimum ultimate tensile strength t.55,000 -psi

I_2Lngation (1.4-ic gage)

Reductiou in area 30%

The chamber dasign anaiysia 'was based on an MEOP chamber
pressuia of 8-5 peig deterrmined for rnaximurm operating temperature plus
three-sigmia variation of pressure.

Design yieild = MEOP x safety !actor = 75 x 1.15 -- 1004 psll

The estimate of hydro'* rot pressure wa&o based upon the assump-
tion thlat the m-inirnum thickness values mneasured one incha from the weld
extended inito ttne hteat affected zone, and tiiat the uniaxial strengths of the

-el were. applicable i'ecause of the exnected plastic f-Low on the inside
surfaco near the weld T'he calc-.±1atcd bu~rst presiures to achieve mvin-I br~ine hoop stresses ccirespnnding to t~he s~rengths listed in Table VIII are
st-.'wn in Tabl.e IX. The anticipated burst press-are based on measured

niimum ulhirate strength olF Zhe vielded samples was )280 psi, to occur

inth frward cylinder uf V~ e aft segment.

HYDROS:ýTATICC TEST METHODS

The 156-inch d, -rnete r myotor was cleaned around the longitudinal
wveld airid inspertod Ly use of vitua'. ultrasonic and dye penetrant iriethods
to e~eteri-nine flaws and growth of defectE. The assembled n~otor case w, -3

supported at each end of th;ý skirt by 156-inch diameter npitow blocks. A
t ~cable was~ se~..ured over the aft cios~r~re and the motor was tied by two cables

locatefl on eacaý segmeat. When the assem-bly and the inspections w,:re
completed, test instrýAnentation consisting of redundant pressu;.e trans-
dluoers and 36 svtrain gag(;13 were locateci internally and externally on the

LZOCKS4UUO PROPULSIONU COMPANY
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TABLE VIII
TENSILE STRENGTHS AND CALCULATED PRESSURES

FOR 156-INCH DIAMETER MOTOR CASE
Forward Segment Aft Segment

Weld 1284 Weld 1282 Weld 1283 Weld 1285

Parent metal strengths

Minimum yield (psi) 244,000* 267,000 266,000 285,000

Average yield (psi) 248,000* 270,000 266,000 286,000

Minimum ultimate (psi) 257,000* 277,000 273,000 291,000

Average ultimate (psi) 258,000 279,000 274,000 291,000

Weld metal strengths

Minimum yield (psi) 240,000* 247,000 257,000 257,000

Average yield (psi) 246,000* 254,000 261,000 260,000

Minimum ultimate !psi) 257,000 255,000* 263,000 266,000

Average ultimate (psi) 259,000* 262,000 267,000 268,000

* Tie minimum value in a row.

TABLE IX
CALCULATED PRESSURES TO ACHIEVE MEMBRANE HOOP STRESSt,

ASSUMING NOMINAL RADIUS CYLINDER WITH MINIMUM MEASURED
THICKNESS

Forward Segment Aft Segment

Weld 1284 Weld 1282 Weld 1283 Weld 1285

Minimum yield in parent
metal (psi) 1270* 1400 1295 1383

Average yield in parent
metal (psi) 1290* 1415 1295 1388

Minimum yield in weld (psi) 1249 1295 1251 1247*

Average ;ield in weld (psi) 1280 1332 1271 1262*

-Minimum ultimate in
parent metal (psi) 1337 1452 1L29* 1413

Average ultimate ',n parent
metal (psi) 1343 1463 1334* 1413

Minimum ultimate in
weld (psi) 1337 1337 1280* 1291

Average ultimate in
weld (psi) 1348 1373 1300* 1301

t Corresponding to those listed in Table VI-2.

The minilum value in a row.

-84-
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chamber. Standard bonded strain gage pressure transducers of 0 to 2000-
psig capacity were used.

Strain gages were located (based on past data and analyses) at the
most critical locations along the longitudinal weld where the maximum
stresses were anticipated.

The 36 postyield uniaxial gages were applied at nine locationr, in
pairs placed at right angles in order to determine principal strains, at the
inside and outside of the motor case. These data were to be used for corre-
lating uniaxial tensile stress-strain data with biaxial stress-strain results.

4. METHOD OF DISCONTINUITY STRESS ANALYSIS

The structural analysis of complex solids sut~ected to arbitrary
loads is often required in the aerospace industry. The solution of the arbi-
trary three-dimensional stress problem, however, is beyond the present
state of the art. Yet, with the aid of electronic computers, a large number
of practical two-dimensional problems may be readily solved.

The discontinuity stress analysis utilizes a finite element method to
determine the stresses, strains, and displacements within the complex two-
dimensional structure. Nonlinear material properties and large deformations
are considered by a sucressive iterative technique. The governing equations
are given in the following sections. This program may be used for plane
stress, plane strain, and generalized plane strain types of solutions.

In the finite element approximation of solids, the continuous
structure is replaced by a system of elements which are interconnected at
joints or nodal points. Equilibrium equations, in terms of unknown nodal
point displacements, are developed at each nodal point.

A complete set of equations for all elements in the structure is

solved by means of an elimination simultaneous equation technique.

a. Large Deformation Analysis

There are two basic approaches to the formulation of a large
deformation analysis; the difference depends on expressing tte equations in
terms of the deformed or the undeformed geometry of the body. The con-
venience of one or the other approach is contingent on the type of boundary
conditions. When a surface pressure is specified it is usually most con-
venient to express the analysis in terms of the deformed geometry;

The material coordinate system (a system that is inherently
attached to the body) will be denoted by (xi) and will be selected such that in
the deformed body, it coincides with a spatial rectangular Cartesian system
(zi); in the undeformed body the (xi) coordinate system will be curvilhnear

-85-
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(Figure 120). The coordinates in the x system of a material point P are
(x1 , xI, x') for both the deformed and the undeformed positions. The
coordinates in the spatial system of point P are (xI,xA x3) for the deformed
body and (jL-u', x2-42, x3-u", for the undef',r,r.r', -' . of
the displacement of point P are denoted by ui. The finas and initial locations
of point P are shown in Figure 121. The distances in the deformed and
undeformed body between the points P and P' are respectively denoted as dS
and dSo. The squares of these distances are given by (where .ij denotes the
Kronecker delta):

(dS)2 = 6.. dz idzi (1)

(dS0 )2 = ij dzi dzj (2)
i = i adih

Utilizing the fact that in the deformed body z = x and in the
undeformed body zi = xi - ui, Equations (1) and (2) become

(dS)Z 6.. dxi dxJ (3)

(dS0 )Z = hij dxi d X (4)

where

h.= -u(60

Equations (3) and (4) are the expressions for the final and
initial distances between P and P' expressed in the material coordinate
system. The measure of deformation (dS)Z - (dS 0 )z defines the strain
tensor E.., i. e.

(dS)z - (dS 0 )z = ZEij dx1 d• (6)

Utilizing Equations (3) and (4), the following expression is
obtained

ij - \ij - L iA

The strain tensor (referred to as the large strain tensor) E.. 00
is expressed in terms of the displacements by using Equation (5); in this13

utilization the conditions of plane strain are employed

(i. e..ul = 0), for simplicity let u = u, uZ uv, x1 x andxZ y(ie X3 •XI

E au _ _ (u)+ (8)Tj~ ax T

2 21 Tx~x T~xy ax 6Y(9

E V a_ 2 (3)10)

E = Ez E1 = 0 (11)

-86-
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The equilibrium equations, written in terms of the true stress,
for the deformed body are

- + -a = 0 (12)
ax ay

-- + - 0 ( 1 3 )
ax ay

Equations (8) through (11) define the two-dimensional deforma-
tion state for the body; equilibwium of the body is specified by Equations
(12) and (13). In the following sectiou the constitutive law will be developed
which determines the relationship between the stress and strain components.
As a preliminary to this consideratiop, the relationships between the exten-
sion ratios and the large striin compotients for a homogeneous strain state
will be established. The extension ratio X is eq',, to ."ie quotient of the
finai length over the initial length, i. e.,

L.
X.L 0  (14)i Loi

By utilizing Equation (5), the desired relations are found to be

T4[I - (X L) 0 0

EiJ 0 (05)

Equation (15) %C-14 be used in the interpretation of simple Lests.
in addition, the physicai sigxfic.,nce of any general strain state may be
determined 1,y finding the principal strains and then interpreting them in
terms of extension ratios by utilizing Equatwa (151.

In the following section, it will also be necessary to have a
measure of the volume change of tVie deformed body. The volumes of an
element of material (specified by dx'. ci and dx3 ) in ine deformed and
undeforn.ed state, will be denoted an V arnd V., respectively, and are given
by

vV %7 16 d x' dx2 dx' tV - Ji dx 1 di• d~t I?

where Ih ,s the. d'eterrninart of h|L

88-I L+.~
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With Equations (7) and (11), and noting that 16 ij = 1.

V dx' dx' dx"3 (18)

V0 = V(1 - ZE1,) (I - ZEU) - 4(Eu)' dx1 dxi dx 3  (19)

The measure of volume change "e " to be employed is defined as
V, .VV

AV Vo VO(Z1
or % z + , z-

4v - 2 4 (- AVV' ()

whe re

AV= V V (22)
0

From Equations (18). (19) and (20), the measure of volume change can Le
expressed as

e- (E + EZZ) - 2 (El Ez - E 1) (23)

or

ev (E ' + E11. + c t24)

whe re

c = -2 (Ell Ell - EUj) (2)

b. Material Properties

The problem under consideration is the plane strain response
of a rocket motor c.- ,o pressurization; the critical time. t ,time at
which the critical state of stress and deformation occurs) is .Qsumed to
coincide with the time when maximum pressure v. re&ched. It is antici-
pated that the state of stress and strain exijxing throughout the case at
some time, t. during pressurization will be shown in Figure 22.

If the history of the pressure, p, is taken to be linear, it ip
assumed that the history of cra will also be approximately linear. Thus. a
constitutive law which governs the behavior of the strain and stress state
may be used as an approximate description of the material mechanical
response.

-89-
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V-P

41 CQ9,..jTANT
(i.e. E 3 - 0)

Figure 122 Anticipated Stress State Occurring in the Pressurized Case

For a typical region, the relationship between the true mean
stress and the measure of volume change 'e" [Equation (20)] will be

expressed as (a, =TI +'l T + 3
3

3( 1 -- - a

v 2 K~k KZ

By defining a nondirnensional rnekn pressure by the variable H4.

Then Lquation (Z-ti becomes

I .- 2Ki Z.e

The relationship between the stress and *train comrmpoents (at
time t Iwill then be written as cis diefined by Equation :2."'

0

2' 2K t E iR H + c -3
U

*~ ~ *K~H.c_
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Equations (28), (29) and (30) express the .,pproximate con-
stitutive equations that will be used to describe the behavior of the material.
The form of the equations have been so selected that they are valid for both
compressible and incompressible materials. Inrompressibility is expressed
by setting the parameter Kl equal to one-hall. For an elastic material sub-
jected to infinitesimal strains, the parameters K, and K., respectively.
become the *hear modulus and Poisson's ratio.

Alternatively, the dependence upor. the principal streqs c-, can
be expressed as a dependence upon the principal strain E. Hence, the
dependence of the parameters K, and K, upon the principal strain'S, muct
be established. These can be obtainedly knowing the extension ratios k
and X that correspond to the principal stresses q. and a Then the values
of E, and E, may be calculz ted. The oarameters Kt andK 2 may then be
determined from the solution of Equations (Z9) and (30).

c. Iterative Soi4ior, Procedure

The equations governing the behavior of the motor case are the
equilibrium equations (12, 13), the strain displacement relations (8, 9. 10.

11), and the stress-strain law (28, 29, 30). These equations, when com-
bined with the appropriate boundary conditions texpressed in terms of the
deformed geometry). constitute the boundary value problem that must be

I solved. Nonlinear effects appear in (a) the strain-displacement relation-
ships, (b) the stress-strain law (c is a nonlinear function of the strain). and

I (c) the boundary conditions (the displacerrients must be know before the
geormietry of the deformed boundary may be describý). The soluti-n of

_ .this nonlinear boundary value problem is obtained bV an iterative procedure.
The nonlinear effects for each iteration will be approximately evaii.;ated by
utilizing the results fron; the previous iteration. Tnus, for example, the
coordinates of a poiat in the deform:ed bodi fo: the ýth iteration wilt be

I z" +u i 31;
£z U' 3( F,'

where L denotes its position in the undefor.ne- bt,-Jv a-=v3, u the
displacement comnponents calculated in the k8- 1 iter-ton.

The strain dispiacement relationships wiil be expretse i in tie,
fo rm

whc re

+
tý !

• .CM Au
SI,.

L _. -xo-
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and F: .(.

cf L". ,. , - , u . 1 (34)

(8-1)

The stress.-urain law will written as (Ka is deter-
mined by the value of El(O - 0))

I I + (8) 1- ZK l -H C(- 1) or- (8-f 1 ,G )
or hu o 1 ()n)

(8 ~-l+ 1 H +~( 1) / (36)
ZK K 8  (f8) + ( B~ 37)

()-ZKI~ 12+o . (38) -

Thus, for any given iteration, the tinknowns appear in a I inear
fashion and the analvuis reduces to one of sol;'ing a series of line'ar problems.
The governing equations written in this way are identical in form to those )f

S linear elastic analysis where there are 4aisotropic thermal effects. The
technique that will be used to solve this set oi equations is the finite element

procedure. It was necessary to utilize this particular formulat-on in order
to consider incompressible and nearly incorrpressible materials. Prelim~i-
nary to the development of the finite element solution, it is necessary to
express the governing equations in te.z.s of a variational equatioi,. By
including the nonlinear terms ia the va_.-iational fur--n, the following func-
tion is obtained:

e-v-•L . \ JU .-1 J L H 1 A

~-- " L x J •L- - 2 ii •

V I -v -+ + o

. .c j•4. " a~ ,1 7P •

1• --

whe re

K4
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The surface hitegral I- Ea 6e evaluated over the deformed body
as defined by the previous iteration and the lint, integral is to be evaluated
over ti~at portion of th,: deformekd ooundary where :-;urface streasea are
p rc cci, ý.

The fini-te element .A~utinn is formulated by representing the
case cross.-section by a series of trianglea, selecting a trial fo.-in of the
prtim-ary deptendent variables (H. 4 and v) within each trir-rigle and choosing
their final form by the Ritz procedure 7, 8, 9, iO. A coarse finite element,
repxese-atatior, of e- portion of case cross-- secti-n is shown in Figure 123.
For convenience i n the following derivation, th7 quperscript indicating the
number of the iteratiorn will be deleted (i.e. , .. w),'ill be denoted as c;.i
oýtc.). Vie farraily oi trial, functions for use irN'he Ri*2. procedure ir
,ormed by assuming that the dirsplacementa are linea.; wlthiiý each triangular
element (expressed as a funiction of the values of the r~isplacemeats at the
nodes) and continuous across the e~ement int-zrfaces and that the mnean
p -e asu re variable H is canstant within each ciement. A par-ticlilar miembe r

* of tlhe family ie uniquely diecermirned by assigning values to ai~ the node
values of the dir ace . ent.- and the element valueii of H.Thsvauswl
t)-- eelected' by seltting the variatiozi of F equal to zero.

The case c;'coF-section is renrcaEanted by Q elements; asso-
cia~ced with L..es~e Q aiementr arc N4 nodal points (a typical nodal point is
denoted by n), Thc valuwýs of tbL, di~iplacernents at the nthl nodal point are
denoted a.ý u anti % and the. coordiriatc.Z of fh-- Point by ( y). The value
of H in ele.-ient q is denoted ay Kq A partictdL.ýr node n is common to M
elements: iii the crn~ideration of the mnth element of this group, it will be
represented as shown in the lohwer portion of Figuie !'4. The coordinaites
of the vertices of this triia,-ngl( -e xý x, X" X- X, etc. The va'ues of the
displa~cerrcntc at it* v.ý,rtices are dentoted bj u- U-, % ur, etc.

rn
Witl-in the .!lement mn, thie displacements and H are express ý.vi as

Uix,y 0" . + Cax X -1C 3y (2

H q. (44')

where

.1 4'1-

I 1 r1 n

-2A z~ k x jýY 711 >, x y.~ --

- y Y
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( A fxj (Yk -yi) + xi(vj " Yk) + Xk(Yi Yj)] (47)

The variational function F for the system is the sura of the
values of the function for each element, i.e.,

F F Fq (48)

q=l

Upon substituting Equations (42), (43), and (44) into Equations
(48) and ý39) and setting the variation with respect to the unknown parameters
un and v equal to zero, the following equations art- obtained (note that only "
the M triangles surrounding node n contribute to these equations):

M
kr kk

[~B 1 u + B 2 uJ +B U +DB v +±B V" + Bv11 m la m 13 m 1I m 22m Bn 3 M
ml M (49)

+ B 3 Hj] [D 1I(a+ 1/3 c) + D2Za1

rn=1

and M

[Bu ;+BI + B au k + B V D
41m BM 5 m 52 m 53 m

i M (50)

V, M~~j B 6 H~ M [D.Z(0 22 + '3 c) +DI V(). ,H] Z [D(- z 1 ]2

m=A

where

Bl = A (Z T2 1 T2A - T! T3 9 (51)

B,,, = 4A T 3 1 TZc (52)

V BB3 = 24 v A .(53)

B (53),.B 4L F• A TZ T 3L (54)

B,= A (2 T3 I T3 + T21 rF) \55)

B 6 2 4.A T31 (5 )

D = - ZtA T 21  (57)

D2  -4 A T 31  (58)

""KUo_ P"OPULDIOA COMA'
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Se tSetting the variation of F with respect to the unknown parameter

Hm equal to zero, yields the equation

B 7 1u+ B 7 2 uj+ B73u + B v+ B8V•+ B+ v

(59)+ B9 Hm =D3 (al1 + t22 + c)

where
By7 = Z± V A TZL (60)

B8A = 2ýL V A T 3 1 (61)

B9 = -Z(1- 2V) VA (62)

D, = -24 VA (63)

Thus, setting the variations of F with respect to the ZN node
values of the displacements .snd the Q element v '-aes of H* equal to zero
yields a total of (ZN + Q) equation whose solution determines the approxi-
mate values of the displacements and of H. From this solution appro" nate
values of the stresses and strains are calculated by combining Equations
(33), (36), (37), and (38). Similarly, the nonlinear terms (all, etc.) are
evaluated and entered into the next iteration.

d. Conclusion

The method of analysis is completely general with respect to
geometry and material properties. Complex bodies composed of many
different materin1s can be easily represented. Displacement or stress
boundary conditions may be specified at any nodal point within the finite
element system. Arbitrary thermal and mechanical loads are possible.
Mathematically, it can be shown that the method converges to the exact
solution as the number of elements is increased; therefore, any desired
degree of accuracy 1i-ay be obtained. In addition, the finite element approach
generates equilibrium equations which produce a symmetric, positive-
definite matrix which may be placed in a band form and solved with a mini-
mum of computer storage and time.

While the computer routine described abo-e was used for tihe
discontinuity stress analysis, the finite deformation, nonlinear: portio,, of
the computer routine was not required as the material behavior otcurred
in the elastic range and multiple iterations were not required. No att;npt
was made to investigate higher pressures to obtain ultimate resultq in the
ela3tic-plastic regime as the failure occurred below the elabtic limit of the
case material.

The case cross-sections were first divided into a grid of quadrilateral
elements which were in turn subdivided into four t-anglcs, Figire 125.
To facilitate the computations, it was found desirable to select only thrce
of the four values of H (for eich ciuadrilateral) aidependently and to deter-
mine the fourth by the equation I' -1 + H' - H' 4 0.

-96,
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q%/ /
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Figure 125 Division of Quadrilateral into Four Triangles

5. DLSCUSSION OF ANALYSES

a. Discontinuity Stress Analysis

The discontinuity stress analysis shows that failure would not
occur due to the irregular shape of the chamber. The Nonlinear Plane Strain
Program No. 287 was used to analyze the chamber's most severe discontinuous
cross-scction, the results are presented in Figure 126, where the hoop
stresses versus circumferential position are plotted. The analysis showed
significant effects of bending and shear stresses in the chamber.

At the point cf maximum stress, a minimum margin of safety
of 0.14 occurs. This margin, based upon the uniaxial membrane ultimate
allowable strength and a bending modulus equal to i.25 times the uniaxial
allowable, is adequate to ensure the structural integrity of both the continuous
and discontinuous portion- of the chamber.

b. Bolt Adapter -Aft Closure

The area chiefly suspected of possible failure was in the bolts.
Post-hydrobiret inspection of the bolts showed indications of environment
deterioration. The Shell of Revolut.on Program 124 (see Appendix) was used
I, analyze the loading on the clc,:ure forging !ue to discontinuity stress
resultants. The analysi; showed a basic bolt load of 44,625 pounda per bolt

LtOCK HNU P•OPUL•fON COCIRAmJ ~V
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and 13,985 pounds per bolt due to the interface loads at a pressure of 1038 psi.
Comparing these loads with the listed properties of the /4- 16 UNF bolts
(Ref. ), the minimumi margin of safety is 0.76. At 800 psi, the calculated
margin of safety is 1.28; however, a stress of 50% of the proportional limit
or greater, as discussed in Section V, is sufficient to produce stress corro-
sion failure uvder specific conditions.

c. Pin Joint Analysis

The case consisted of two segments attached by 200 pin clevis
joints. The ejection loads on the pins were determined for various levels of
pressure loading from 200 psi to 800 psi and are plotted in Figure 127.

The static coefficient of friction, ýj, required to balance the pin
ejection load for a 5-degree half-angle pin, is 0.0875. When 4 is less than
0.0875, the ejection load is reacted by the retainer (or "keeper") bars and
cap screws. Average values of & for metals are tabulated in Ref. 3. The
value listed for steel-on-steel lubricated with light 'riachine oil is 0.16. For
the hydrotest, the pins were assembled clean and dry (no lubricant), • = 0.58.

The load calculated to fail the retainer bars is 396 pounds,
minimum; 857 pounds, maximum. These loads correspond to anticipated
ejection loads for static friction coefficients of 0.085 to 0.082. It is also
necessary to keep in mind that dynamic coefficients of friction are much
lower than static. The lack of the empirical dynamic data suggestE that
rapid rate (vibration) tensile tests should be initiated. Calculations for the
tapered pin joint are shown in the appendix, subsection 8.

6. EMPIRICAL DATA VERSUS ANALYTICAL RESULTS OF
DISCONTINUITY STRESS ANALYSIS

The maximum stress realized in the motor case at 800 psi was
compared to the calculated stresses around the longitudinal welds:

Measured stress (psi) 231,300

Calculated btress (psi) Zb,000

Circular membrane hoop streas (psi) 16Z,,,"00

Comparison of the analytical and measured stresses show a relative
variation in the maximum interior stresses of .•3f for the two approaches.
this varianc' is within the accuracy of the pre-tes! geometri:c measure-
ments, wh-ich was AaeC in the analysis, and strain gage placement and
readii.gs. The aagumptiýn was made that the m.,easurernents of chambrer
peaking were accur.ite and were input to the program as such. T'he com,-
parison of the measured arid analytic stresses validate che input data,

aStrengh of Material, M, Craw-Hill Book Comn.pany, Inc N 3rvw 1-I'urk, 1 Q57.
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Figure 127 Ejection Force versus Coefficient of Friction
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7. CONCLUSIONS

(1) 'The plane strain analysis of the discontinuities around the lonii-

wtudinal weld haa sLtovn that the failure of the case would not

initiate at 800 psi due to theee discontinuities, The minimum

margin of safety was 0, 14. The analysis showevd severe

localized bending occurred at the weld.

(2 'Nhile the stress level in the bolts at 800 psig was not high

enough to initiate an overload failure, the presence of stress

Scorrosion could have initiated the prernature failure.

•j Ejection load on the tapered pins in previous tests was sU11?i-

cient to cause the taiAer bar-s to btind. It - pussible that a

pre~nature tail~re of a 'keep r- bar Mn'tiated che ejection of all

the tapered pms,. A re-ev-aluation o! thr opt'.-umn;s• taner

angle �hould be made. ,ind the .., ta'tv.r assembly shuld be

ues~ni,.d to vithstar-d hikher *jeft (o 1 o c s

S"6 i~ -
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(4) To evaluate the assumptions on dynamic ejection of the pins,
it is recommended that laboratory tests be performed to
simulate those conditions in the motor. Simple pin extraction
under rapid-rate vibration and analog tests of the assemblage
would give better foundation for analytic assumptions.

8. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF DISCONTINUITY STRESSES

To analyze the effects of nonsymmetry, Lockheed Propulsion
Company's Nonlinear Plane Strain Computer Program No. 287 was em-
ployed. The program provides a generalized plane strain analysis in that
equations have been modified to take into account the effect of any axial
strains.. The program considers bh.th large and small deformations and
nonlinear streas-strain laws.

A finite element variational method of analysis is used in this pro-
gram. The cross-section of interest is represented by a mesh of quadri-
lateral elements which can fit arbitrary shapes. Mesh generation rnutines,
for regular geometric shapus, have been incorporated in the program in
order to reduce the amount i.f input preparation required. Equations are
then presented for each nodal point, and the set of simultaneous equations
form a band type matrix which is solved and gives the required stresses and
strains at the center of each element.

The necessary boundary conditions for the analysis are the normal
and tangential forces equal to zero at the exterior surface and the normal
and tangential forces calculated as a function of internal pressure and equal
to zero, respectively, at the interior surface. Since the discontinuities
occuar near the longitudinal weld, damping of bending stresses is achieved
prior to termination of the section under consideration. At the termination
of the section analyzed, the boundary conditions must simulate the continuous
circular cylindrical contour and are, therefore, the normal displacement,
and the tangential forces equal to zero.

The output of the program consists of radial and hoop stresses and
strains, shear-stresses, and deflections at each point.

After the hoop stresses were determined the appropriate margin
of safety was calculated.

Minimum allowable stress
Maximum induced stress

Minimum yield strength of welded metal = 240,000 psi

Maximum induced hoop stress at 800 psig = 162,000 * 62,000 psi

M.S. 162,000 62,000 - 1 = 0.14

240,000 1.25 x 240,000

-101-
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SECTION VII

NONDESrRUCTIVE TESTING EVALUATION

1. INTRODUCTION Ai'D SUMMARY

This program effort was aimed at providing q'.antitative data on UT
effectiveness in the detection and definition of de ccts, correlating the in-
spection results with the characteristics of the actual fivs. Microscopic
evaluation of the UT indications was accomplished at both "PC and Mellon
Institute. The report from Mellon is included as subsection 2.d at the end
of this section (pages I - 19).

The microscopic results were accurately predicted by the UT inspec-
tion, which had indicated mid-plate, noncontinuoUs planar delaminations. As
expected, all delarninations were associated with heavy banding and were
located in the weld heat-affected zone. None were cracks extending into the
weld deposit.

Two minor weld defects were detected: a 0.030-inch pnrosity and a
0.30-inch length lack of fusion. These defects were verified by radiographic
inspection at LPC.

2. NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING

The 156-inch diameter hydroburst chamber was ultrasordcally in-
spected both prior to and after the hydroburst test. The results of the
inspections are described in the following.

a. Pre-Hydroburst Inspection

The weld orientation and identification utilized on this chamber
are illustrated in Figure 128. Records obtained from the original manu-
facturing log book, regarding defect size and location in the parent metal
adjacent to the weld area, are shown in Table X, and illustrated in Figures
129 through 133. The original tests by the manufacturer utilized, longitudinal
wave methods and indicated no defects in the parent material adjacent to the
longitudinal welds or in the weld bead. Nondestructive testing of the weld
consisted of radiographic and dye-penetrant inspection before and after
hydrotest at the manufacturer's plant. The longitudinal wave ultrasonic
tests were applied to detect banding or delaminations in the plate materia).
adjacent to the weld. Because the longitudinal welds were reported free o0
delaminations, shear wave testing was used exclusively during pre-
hydroburst inspection at LPC.

Based upon case visual ev&!,.ation and previous strain gage re-
sults, the longitudinal welds in both segmen~t were considered to be the
critical areas. Thus, nondestructive inspections zconducted prior to hydro.
burst were concentrated in these regions. In preparation for t.=ct.i_, the
protective paint coating was stripped from the longitudinal welds to provide
an eight-inch, bare metal band on either side of the welds on the case out-
side diameter. Insulation and liner from the previous test was not removed
from the inner surface.

-103-
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Figure 128 156-Inch Diameter oydroburst Weld Identification

TrABLE X

1 ý641fCH DIAMETER HYDROBiURST WLELD IDZNTIFICAT tON AND
DEFEC8 T LOCATION (All Ultradoni Indications in Parent Metal

Only Original Manufacturing Inspection)

Forward Head Section 200001
C-5 Igniter b tys weld See Figure 129
C-4 Forward dore weld (No delaninatios)
C-3 Dome to cylinder girth weld See Figure 130
C-2 Center girth weld (No delamiiu tions)
C-1 Cylinder to joint forging (No del.rninations)
C- 1284 Forward longitudinal weld (No delarninations)
C-1282 Aft longitudinal weld (No delarninations)

-0t I-lead Sect4on 200003
C-1I Joint forging to cylinder weld See Figure 131
C-2 Center girth weld (No delarninations)
C-3 Cylinder to dor;i-e weld See Figure 132
C-4 Nozzle adapt~er to domne weld See Figure 133
C- 1283 For-ward long itudinal weld (No del4ý.ninatians)
C-1 285 Aft longitu~dinal wtld -0-(No delarziinations)
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Figure 133 Aft Head Section, Weld C-4, No.zle Adapter to Dome
Weld, View BB

Initial inspection of the -Iean?,d weld ar -&s was with fluorescent
dye penetrant. The penetrant, cleaner, and developer were applied from
pressurized portable contairx- TIN ra- ýe"g ape"•-i .... - .
with penetrant at regular intervals to prevent loss of tpnsitivity due to dry-
ing and run-off. A 30-minute dwell-time was aliL: _d for the penetrant.
After cleaning and application of a liqid developcr, the w-Ids were inspected
uxndcr ultraviolet illurmination. No e' iects were deLected by thi: method in
the areas inspected.

The ultrasonic inspections were conducted with a Sperry model
721 reflecto cope iising the 5N and 10 plug-in pulser-receiver units Cali-
bration of tihe transducers for beam angle was accomplished with a standard
IIW-V-4 block. Signal responsp was calibrated to the shear wave referznce
standard described in LPC's Procests Specification 207B (Ultreornic Inspec-
tion of Fusion Welds). The calibration wa: ;:erfcrmed ;or three notch areas

-107-



oi 001, 00. dfn! 004 square 'n... F'igure 134 illustrates the dIibratAon

plate removed fro-m the case and sub.equenviv elox-notched. The ultrasonic
responbe from these notches is illustrated in Figure !35. The notch depth
and length are tabulated below:

Notch "J- pth (in.) len.th (in.) Designation

0.015 0.075 (half critical length)
0.020 0.100 (critical length)
0.030 0.150 (twice critical length)

Based on the woik and conclusion of Strawley (Ref. ) in con-
nection with the failure investigation of Thiokol's 260-inch diameter hydro-
burst, the shccr wave cali...ration and inspection net!..!z may -.t hay been
adequate to detect either surface or s-bsurf':e zero-gap ý'aws (cracks)-
however, the aye penetrant means employed in the longitudinal weld inspec-
tions would have detected any existen1 'urface flaw-

T!.e shear: -e transducers uýýed were 2.25 MC frequency with
shear angles of 45, 60 and 70 degrees. Transducers with crystal sizes of

._y '/z-inch, '/ 2 -inch square, a-,d 1/4 -inch squarc were used. Th" shear
wave inspection was mainly perf rmed withi the 1 by ¼/a-inch size because of
handling ease and resolution equi ralent to the miniature and subminiature
sizes. The 45 degree shear angle was used only to clarify indications from
the 60 to 70 degree aigle transducers.

T HT TT TL LIl

NOTCH LENGTH 0. t" O. 0 .150"761 0 0.;Q2

NOTH V T0.017 0.014 = a 0.015 S 0.013

YNCH PL5)

T z. CAITICAL NZý_ TRANSVO

HT =HALF CRITICAL WZE TRANSPVIERSE•

TL ý ri"WCIE CAlI TC_6. Ud U. LONQ ITUDWlAL

2fA HALF CM1 TICAL. SIZE LON45d TUCOtMAL

L - MICA-SIZE LQ4SITUJ0INA&

Figure 134 Ultrason)i Calibrateon, LPC Shear Wave Test Plate,
250 Grade. Marage, 0,375 to 0.400-inch Tnickness
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The reSults of LPC s nIialla pre - hyrub,.rqt finSpi, tion of the dIt
head se. 'ion ar- shown below:

Aft Head Section 200003

Plate adjacent t,- Weld C-lZ83

Girthweld C-1 is '0" station; 5l1 locations are aft tI C-1. Defect
areas are illustratc'd in Figure 13i.

Defect Area Station Lcti• (in.)

32 6 to 7.5 3 shear (S) indications 100%
amplitude adjacent to weld bead/
detected from all approach angles.

33 22 to 24 Continuous indication (SI 80'
amplitude/detectable from all
approach angles.

34 32 to 35 Continuous indication (S) 80%
amplitude/detectable from all
approach angles.

35 74 to 91.5 Continuous indication (SA maxi-
mum signal amplitude at 6 inches
from weld 60 degree S transducer
at St& •ion 90.

Plate adiacent to W,.ld C- I 7RA

Girthweid C-2 :s "0" station- "ll locations are aft _) C-Z.

Defect Area Sta 'n Locrtion (in.)

27 9 to 27 Intermittent indication (5i 50 tn
80%. amplitude.

Z8 43.5 to b9.5 Intermittent indication 'S) 40 to
8V0 amplitude.

b. T'ost- Hycroburst Inpection

Aftei" hydroburgt, test plates were remnvcd from the damaged
aft-head section ov carbon-arc cut,,g. The piatet cuntained ;eprelentative
ultrasoni( indications detecteu during the pre-hydroburst inspectiuo.-s. The
arCas Irom which the plates were removed and plate identification are ashow-n
in Figure i36. After removal of the plates frorn the case sec-tion they were
solvent cleaned to remove tne old liner a d insulation materials so that addi-
tional ultrasonic testing could I- a- corn..ished from both side -f th,- platte.

S~-ii0-
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Figure 136 156-Inch Diameter Hydroburat Weld Identification
and Test Plate Location (Post-Hydroburst)

A series of ultrasonic test methods were used on the cleaned
plate to determine which method provided the best sensitivity. The methods
used were:

(1) Pulse echo longitudinal wave immersion tests

(2) Transmit and receive longitudinal wave (twin transducers)

(3) Pulse echo longitudinal wave contact testing

(4) Shiar wave contact testing

Mh'ethod (1) above was discontinued after initial tests because of
plate curvature. The curved plate required constant repositioning of the
search tube to maintain the sound path perpendicular to the surface of the
plate. Methods (2) and (3) were equally effective in detecting laminar flaws.
If the laminar flaws had occurred near the surface of the plate, method (3)
would not have been as sensitive as method (2). They were equal because
all laminar defects detected were in the center of the plate. A miniature
(1/4 -inch diameter crystal) longitudinal contact transducer provided the best
procedure for locating the boundaries of laminar 6efects.

Five types of indications were detected by ultrasonic inspec-
tion. These were:

(a) Three-inch long lack of fusion in plate No. 27, detected by
shear waves; interpretation was verified by radiography.

(b) A single spot of porosity approximately 0.030-inch in
diameter. The defect was found by shear waves and verified by radiography
and longitudinal -wave tests in plate No. 28A.

[ -Ill-
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(c) A laminar defect detected by longitudinal wave testing not
detected by shear waves. The areas were detectable by attenuation In
reflected signal as well as positive indication from thc transmitted signal.
Typical indicationb were 18A-Z and 18A-4 through 18A-13.

(d) A condition as described in (c) but also detectable by shear
wav&:, from multiple directions of approach. When this condition was near
the weld bead, the indication was assumed to be small. randomly scattered
porosity not detectable by X-ray. When this condition was away from the
weld zone, such as 18-3, no ultrasonic interpretation was reasonable. See
Figure 137 for a typical signal response from this type defect.

(e) A false shfoar wave indication caused by the weld bead was
riot interpretable when the i.iside of the bead was obscured by case insulation.
However, the weld bead indication was interpretable when both sides of the
case were accessible.

The ultrasonic indications found were numbered as a dash
number to the basic plate number, i.e. , 18A-I is defect No. 1, detected in
plate 18A. For an explanation and location of the defects found by ultrasonic
inspections of the two plates (18A and Z8A) which were selected for a metal-
lurgical investigation, oee Tables XU and XII, aad Figures 138 and 139,
respectively.

The porosity %as detected in the original X-rays made at the
fabricator, but was passed as within specification. The lack of funsion was
a rejectable defect and w:s not detected. A thin planar defect of this type
often goes undetected with radiographic inspection due to the difficulty in
locating the source exactly vertical to the weld-land surface. If the plane of
the flaw is other than parallel to the beam center, its detectability is greatly
reduced. The radiographs taken after the hardware was sectioned were
made using a constant potential X-ray machine with extra-fine grain film.
This procedure yielded sensitivity of better than 1%; typical minimum speci-
fication sensitivity is Z%.

c. Metallurgical Investigation

As previously indicated, 18 defective areas in the -wo selected
plates were detected by ultrasonic inspection (defect ZSA-6 which was identi-
fied as porosity was not utilized in the metallurgical investigation). Nine
defective areas were retained to be investigated by LPC, and the remaining
nine defective areas woere sent to Mellon Institute for evaluation. The areas,
marked in Figures 138 and 139, were sectioned and metallurgical evaluation
was conducted as follows:

(I) Macroscopic Examination

Nine specimens were cut from the plate and examined with
a binocular microscope at magnifications varying fron' 10 to 40X. All of the
specimens, "as sectioned" or after removing 146 inch of material from one
of the cut surfaces, disclosed the presence of delarninations located midway
between the surfaces of th- plate. Specimen No. 1, from plate 28A, fell into

-11C-
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Figure 138 Aft Section Plate Weld C-4 (Plate 18A)
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two piects when it. was cut from the plate. Therefzor, the size of the
delamination found In this specimen was larger ýhan the area sectioned (%
by 2 inches). The face of the delamination exhibited discoloration which was
caused by oxidation. The length of the delamiratious found in the nine
specimens evalvnattd by LIPC are presented in Tible XII.

Figures 140 and 141 are photographs of the delaminations
exhibite~d by specimens No*. ZOA-2 and ISA- 13, Theop photographs are
typical of the delaminations found in all 0 e specimens.

(2) -,Wcroscopic Examination

Examination of the unetched microstructures revealed tn~at
all of the delamihations were associated with areas exhibiting numerou~s in-
clus ions in the form of titanium carbanitrides and oxides. Figures 142
througb, 149 are photomicrographs of the delamnination. exhibited by the
speciiiens. Etching of the specimens disclosed the delarrinations occurred
in segregated bands of retalned austenite. This banding if illustrated in
Figure 15o.. Figure 148 also reveals the presence of a omaller delamination
running parallel with the large delaminations

(3) Discussion

The deflects revealed by this investigation are delamina.-
tions. The delamination. were ca'iied by regregatioas ani inclusiontr in the
form of complex titanium carbonitrides, oxides and 'etained austenite. This
segregation~ and increased4 incluscmn 7ont...nt (t.yond rating on the ASTM
charts) occurr~d upon solidification of the ingot. The austenite, as illus-
trated in Figure 142, was stabilized by a localized ii crease in the percentage
of atistenitizeirs sueb Pv niickrl In the ýast low-nmelting liquid to freeze in the

* ~ingot. Subsequent homogenization treutne'xti -~ nd hot working in plate rolling
iailed to break up this segregation.

The de'aainiiiatod uurf~ce of specimen No. 1, from Section
8, revealed the presence of discolorationi cAused by oxidation. This indicates
the delaminaition wao open to the adjacent weld (C-3). The presence of these

* ~typex of dela~rr.ý~na~fkns aoul.: be Iinly-&,lightly detrimeintal to the tensile
stregthforstresses applied paral~el '.'o the Isl&.minations.

strengh for Ey zczu.a~iig the size ol the defects reported by ultrasonic

inspection (Tables Xl %nd XII and the size of the defects measured after sec-
tioning (Table 2"I7), one rar cee that aai oxcellent correlation exists betwe~en
the two sets of "~ta. This rev-3alx tb'-t the lvltrascaic techniques utilized to
find and measure the de~aminations are oxtremely reliable.

d. Mellon Institute Report

(1) Introduction

This reporZ presenta the r03ultg of the insp-ction condsicted
-in the SIA &amples (-,( sir-melt maraging steel plate r icuvered froin the 156-
inch diameter LocIkeed Propulsion Company hydroburst booster .0ase. Att,.mpts

.117-*nP ANNOVWA
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Figure 140 Photograph of Defect No. 13 Illustrating the Delaminations
Found ini Plate 28A. The Thick White Line is the Delamina-
tion and the Thin White Lines are Segregated Stringers of
Titanium Carbonitrides.

Mag. 1ZX

Figure A1l Photograph of Defect No. Z Illustrating tk:e Delaminations
Found in Plate I1A. The Thick White Lirte is the Delamina-
tion and the Thin White Lines are Segregated Stringers of
Titanium Carbonitrides.

LOCHNK UO E COMPANY
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120 Xj

'4 1 0

Figure 144 Photomicrograph of Figure 143 Photomicrograph of

Delamination ?-: bited by Defect Delamination Exhibited by Defect
No. 4 Located in Pbate Z~S No. 5 Located in Plate 28A

KA119-p~j
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Z60X 1 ZOX

Figure 146 Photomicrograph r'f a Figure 147 Photomicrograph of
Small Delamits~tion Exhibited by Delamination Exhibited by Defect
Defect No. 10 Located in Plate 18A No. 11I Located in Plate 18A

IZOX ZO X

Figure 148 Photomicrograph of F~igure 149 Photomaicrograph of
Delamnination Exhibited by Defect Delamination Exhibited by Defect
No. 12 Located in Plate 18A No. 13 Located in Plate ISA

- 120-
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771

! II

Figure 150 Photomicrograph of Defect No. 12 LAoAded in PFIst ISA.

NOTE: The white structure assoebae with the
delamio•ions to retained austenio. Trxo

darker structure Li the normal structure
for hardened marained steel.
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EZE OF DELAMLNAT1ONS

ftCMDN.Plate Section ZOA Plate Section 18A1 ieb 2-n og
2 %6~~ha wpide by11artn.ln

t0 the -aune lotngdfet

4 The only s eimenrimenltalat

a)Mat-.Vil

The markins an the sample surfaces chart the sus -
pected position.s of defects in the samnples, as Uemndby ualtrasonic
detectia- tchniques at LPC. A total of sma defects were charted.

(b) Procedure

Lag BrasonAll six samples were rocharted atMellon Institute us-
ing BrnsonSonrayultrasonic defect search unit. Oacillograph displays

for each of the defects were pbot raphed. The samples wsre them 6eCtiOU04
in a anuner to most rapidly revesal the presenc. of defects. Dye-penamtrAnt
checking techniques were used frequently during the srarch perlod.

(3) Results

The resulft 91 the baspection of the Ms~ maraging sted
&ampLes are suimmarised in Table XIV. Tbie table Shan" that eihbt of th*
nine charted defects were fousd. Theme defects wers-$, all cases thin
cracks, generally Woaed in ose ptase paratlle to time sa&npL* surface@ and
approximately mid-way betwes.. them.. The defeci lengths* were measured

*One of the three crack dim iownivs, referred to* he~re a. lb. eagt simfiy
for convenience.
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on the face of the polished motallographic sample which, in most cases.
repret.e* the bro~aert portio of the crack. nhe mesuremet given is the
length of the crack visible on the "imple to the unaided eye. Microscopic
eWAMD&Uo reveaja t ery thin crack eutaifto beyond the main crack, but
these are diffic,'i± :. measure since, in addition to their thinness, they are
often discontinuous.

The breadth of the crack was determined by sectioing
perpendicular to the crack length at its widest openi,• and measuring the
depth e' penetration in this direction. losses incurred during sectioning
were also accounted fnr.

Mhe positici of the crack relative to the entire sample was
d•' ermined by an examination of the etched sample. In specimens with dual
structures (weld metal and parent rnetl) thin task was straightforward.
However, in specimens of a contx.voots structure. p~rtcular attenticn was
given to the rates and #.-enness of etchirb . Thus, it is possible in most
cases to make a fair jutgeme-at as to whether the major cracking is in the
parezt metal or in a heat-afftcteA zone of the ;krent metal. A truv ,-lid

4ou tau6 puiai c.. awy ipe maie trom, a knowledge of the positions
in the came from which the samples were obtained.

FTie=s 1 th:..-•.• 165 prese.t sketches, oscillograph
di#s;]as. and ph-9Anicrogzaphs showiig the qualitative results of the inspec-
tion. Figur. 151, 153, 158, 160, and 163 are "lead-off" pa.& to each one
of the five sampl,. in which defects were found of the totl of six received at
Mev'n Institute. These figures include (%) sketches of the as-receive4
samples and the nrman: in which they were s.•ctioned (dvted lines),, 1
sketcheo of the resulting metallographic samples, (c) osci'lograph displays
of the chA;-ted defect4, "d (• . photomicrograph of the "most opel%' portion
of tfL. cr,.ck.

Following each of tese aibove lioted figtres a're additional
pvotmicrographe showing the condition of the aample in the area asf crack-
ir4. These photonicrographe are ef (11 low and (4) .dglh •a •.fcs*•ou to
reveal the noted association of the cracks with '1) the segregatiot p, zozznoo
known as bauding and (14 stringers od secondary phase paruclas.

(4) Conclusions

A 90 percent correlstiov '4etwne Wtrascauc =*Factio at&t
MclUl astitvUte and defect ditctý--y was ezperieace*,

All 4atczU wc.-c th ý-' generstly located iin
OE pI&iAe WhiCh ws pirSllel to th. samPLe st !(ces and loeee J'..p.oM-

M*w eq Aistant from tem....

All 4wlatnV~ms ersa•.sk* were as*ociatmd with a bearded
nuc. struct•re and strirners td aecordary phase $artic~w.
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100K ftCb: Miaed Acid

Zttt lkxn 5001 Etch: ?tilod Aci~d

(b)()

* F~gur I SZ Phatemmicerograph. ghow~nq th~e Associ-.tion of the Crac~k* with
Th tb. ria g (a) wa the 5triu~ers of Secondary Ptiac Partictes,
Wb and fc) in Sourgde 1.
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(b)

(c)

(d)
FIX Figure 15" "Lead-Off" Page for Sample 3 Showing ka) a Sketch co the

Sample, (b) Sketches of the Section- Metzllographic Speci-
"mens, (c) an Oscillograph Display of the Defect, and (d)
Photomicrographz of the "Most Open" Portion of the
Cracks in Specimens 3A and 3B, Respectively
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25CM Etch: Mixed Acid 25CK1 Etch: Mixed Acid

(a) (b)

"5001 Etch: Mixed Acid

(c)

Figure 157 Photomnicrographs Showing the Association of the Cracks with
Stringers of Secondary Phase Particles in Sample 3B
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I 100K(a Etch: Mixed Acid

5=2 Ztct~ Nizd A-,id

(b)

Figvx* 162 Phctmnic rugrap~aa Showing the Assaociatiou of the Cracks wift
(a) flaoing aa4 (b) Srinji~ers of Stecoodary Phase Pazticles in
Saml 7
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SECTION VIII

CASE CUTTING BY LINEAR SHAPED CHARGE

The motor case forward section was cut for scrap with linear shaped
charges procureu from Jet Research Center, Inc., of Arlington, Texas.
Figure 166 illustrates the charge arangement. The 600 gr/ft charge was
sufficient for obtaining a clean cut of the chamber. although the joint sec-
tions were precut by torch since the charge density was considered mar-
ginal for these regions. Charge stand-off dir'_."ce was one-half inch.
Figure 167 (1, 2, 3 and 4) depicts the cutting operation.

The motor case aft segment was cut up using a conventional cutting
torch.

•BTT JOIT WI•S-

SCONTAC=T
. 6 IEC. AP @SUTD AGA0NST CHARM ENO

II A
D ETAtL i N .(

Figuree 166 Sketch Showi•p Mounting of Linear Shaped C0 arge
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APPENDIX

BOLT STRESS ANALYSIS

Lockheed Propulsion Company's Shell of Revolution Computer Program
No. 124 was utUized for the bolt analysis. It performs an axisymmetric dis-
continuity stress anaiysis by formulating the equations for radial deflection
and rotation in terms of internal pressure and the unknown bending moments
and shears. Input for the program consists of a group of Idealized geometric
configurations such as _-,itnders, cones or elliptical elements, which com-
prise the basis of the desig. The program equateev at each end (cut) of
these structural elements the respective equations for deflection and rota-
tion and solves these emuations for the discontinuity loads. The computer
then calculates the rotations, deflections, and meridional and circum-
ferential stresses at the inner and outer surf-ces of the structural elements.
This method of analysis is used primarily where discontinuities occur due
to changes in the longitudinal geometry of the sheU.
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156-Inch Diameter Maraging Steel Case Hydroburat and Materials Evaluation

4. OESCf4IP7IvI NOTIS (r"e of repoet aud Incl,.Iv. dstee,,

Final Report, Covering period March 1966 through December 1966
11. AUTNOR(8) (L=. noc tjt no", j

CZoverdaie, 3.S. , Wells, Norbert, Skopp, Gilbert, ad eGeorge

DAE7a. TOTAL NO. OF PAGbt 76. "*. or Raft$
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MI SUPPLEMgNTARY NOTIES12 OSRNMITAYCIVY

Air Force ysteniso tnanrso

II. A8TRACTU~ited States Air Force, Edwarde, Calif.

IS ASTAC Activities in the hydroburst of a' reviously fired 156-inch diameter,
rnaraging steel motor --a*e are described. The program encompassed disc6nti-

nuity stress analysis of the la~cge, welded vessel, an evaluation of ultrasonic

inappectiori methods by post-test sectioning, and a detailed failure analysis. -,Thte-
wae- e. r &iagtWf fo a~ eetatot oadby

t e~ ýa oua~ A-, 800 pýi, 85 percent of the planned cyclic pressoure level,

[Wthe nozzle adapter-to-cakse bt.t0 failed; secondar-y origins were found la the pin

joint aud the nozy.1e adapter forging. Concurrent examinations of the previously

astd bolts by LPG. Mellon Institute, and SPS Laboratories agreed in findings of
evidencc c: strees corrosi~on in the Z6C,0OO-psi strength level H-IlI bolts. The
di.ocontinuitv stre-as analysis showeod a forty peTcent indicated stress riser around

the longitudinal welds ci-used by Yslea-gulling"' contour deviations. , These findings
were based ;a the use of a iinite element, non'inear plane s..ress mputer

rout ine ,mod,&fied from~ a program written by Dr. L. R. Herrmann. ear wave
ultrasot~ic t~estinlg methods proved effective in detecting an&- defining arentIm~ital and weld4 deposit flaws.
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